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centives promote university cuts
he Illinois Board of Higher
cation might reward universithat it judges are complying
reallocations outlined in the
rities, Quality and ProductInitiative, said an IBHE offioss Hodel, IBHE deputy
ctor, said the board is considg several reward options,
uding a $400,000 PQP bonus
would be added to an eligible

university's 1994 budget.
The board is in the process of
formulating budgets for 12 universities and 40 community colleges in the IBHE system and will
submit a systemwide funding
request to the General Assembly
this spring.
Whether the board goes
through with its plans for bonuses
will not be known until the IBHE
announces its budget recommendations in early January.
However, such a reward plan
might further anger critics of the

PQP measure who feel the board
is forcing the initiative on them,
Hodel said.
The PQP Initiative is a controversial IBHE proposal that suggests universities cut programs
with small enrollments and redirect the savings into stronger programs.
Hodel said the board has developed specific criteria for determining which schools are complying with the PQP process.
Because the budget process is still
underway, he declined comment

on those criteria.
Barbara Hill, Eastern's vice
president for academic affairs ,
told the Faculty Senate at
Tuesday's meeting she had
learned during IBHE budget
negotiations that fellow BOG
schools
Western
Illinois
University and Chicago State
University were being considered
for bonuses, mainly because of
budget reallocations they had
made.
Eastern has made a $2 million
+ Continued on page 2

y snowfall creates hazardous conditions
mixture of freezing rain, sleet
snow accompanying a mild
ter storm over Charleston
nesday threatened motorists
icy road conditions, but the
pery conditions are expected
short-lived.
bout an inch-and-a-half of
w had fallen by about 8 p.m.
dnesday, giving Central
ois its first hint of true winter
ther.
owever, forecasts call for conons to moderate through the
· der of the week and return
e 30 and 40-degree ranges.
tate police were advising
orists Wednesday not to travel
ssible.
e've had several problems
dy this evening as a result of
weather," said Sgt. Jack
orne of the Illinois State
ce. "The roads are very icy,
that's caused numerous accis on the state highways so
sborne, whose department
located in Pesotum, 14 miles
ide of Champaign, said the
e kept busy Wednesday night
stigating several weatheraccidents.
Most of the vehicles have
slide off the road or bouncto the medians," Osborne
"However, we haven't had
y injured yet. We're advisople to stay home and not
e unless absolutely necesspite the high number of
ents reported to the state
, the Coles County Sheriff's
ent received only a hands.
e haven't handled any acci-
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KEVIN KILHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor
Financial Aid office civil service worker, Mary Jo DeRousse (left) received help scraping ice off the back
window of her car Wednesday in front of the Fine Arts building. DeRousse is assisted by Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union secretary, Paula Embry.

dents relating to weather since 4
o'clock," said Sgt. Edmund Parker Wednesday night. "The only
advice I have for motorists is not
to speed."
Richard Wise, an assistant professor of geology/geography, said
Charleston would probably receive a two to three-inch snowfall

Wednesday evening.
"The snow will probably melt
when the temperatures warm up
later in the week," Wise said.
"But we'll likely see the snow
stay as the Wednesday night temperatures drop down into the mid20s."
Wise said he is expecting the

temperatures to get warmer as the
week wears on.
"The temperatures will reach
into the high 30s and low 40s later
in the week," Wise said. "That
will cause the snow to melt.
However, there's a good chance
we might see another snow storm
around Sunday."

By CHRISTOPHER KAGAN
Staff writer

It's time for some Eastern
students to say goodbye as
more than 950 graduates will
participate in the fall commencement ceremony at 2
p.m. Sunday in Lantz Gymnasium.
Graduates should report
for the graduation rehearsal
on Friday at 2 p.m. in the
Lantz Gym indoor track.
Also, students are expected
to report for line-up at 1 p.m.
Sunday in the indoor fieldhouse.
Because of limited seating,
each graduate will receive six
tickets for family members
and guests. Tickets can be
obtained at the Commencement Office and any unclaimed tickets will be dispensed on a first-come, flrstserve basis, in the fieldhouse
at 10 a.m. Sunday.
The marching order will
be: Graduate School; College
of Applied Sciences; School
of Adult and Continuing
Education; Lumpkin College
of Business; College of Education; College of Fine Arts;
College of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation
and College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences.
Eastern President David L.
Jorns will give the charge
and confer degrees on the
graduates.
The commencement speakers will include Board of
Governors Universities Trustee Mack Hollowell,
Student Body President Brian
Riordan and Alumni Association President Lyndon
Wharton.
Maurice Sheperd, faculty
marshall of the graduation
ceremonies added his comments on the upcoming
event. Sheperd, who graduated from Eastern in 1960 will
be retiring as associate professor of chemistry and student teaching.
"I'm looking forward to
the graduation as faculty
marshall," Sheperd said.

.S. forces given a warm welcome by Somalis
ADISHU, Somalia (AP) - A U.S.
ne landing force, on a mission of
to a starving land, quickly took conoday of key points in Mogadishu,
the streets were suddenly free of the
of mobile gangs.
t hours after the Marines hit the
s, giant Air Force transports and a
relief flight were touching down at

the crippled city's airport.
The Marines and Navy commandos,
sweeping in before dawn by sea and air,
met no reported resistance.
Instead, thousands of Somalis, some in
rags, flocked to the shoreline to gaze in
awe at a superpower's might - and to shake
its helping hand.
The youthful gunmen who long terror-

ized Mogadishu apparently had melted
away into the city's ruins or into the countryside.
But word of new unrest came from the
southern Somali port of Kismayo, where a
night of looting and shooting forced the
U.N. World Food Program to evacuate 13
foreign aid workers by air.
In Mogadishu, the Marines swiftly

secured the airport and seaport, gateways
for the planned effort to re-establish a food
pipeline to the hundreds of thousands
threatened by famine in this war-torn
nation.
Other nations will help, and about 80
French soldiers arrived today and began
deploying around a crossroads that is one
• Continued on page 2
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PQP
• Continuedfrompage 1
reallocation, but doesn't qualify because the money was
used to fund salary increases, she said.
Eastern President David Jorns said the IBHE does not
allow Eastern to release budget details.
"The IBHE budget has not been disclosed, and they will
notify us when it is, but at this point we don't anticipate
receiving a bonus," Jorns said.
Mike Glowaki, Western Illinois University's acting vice
president for administrative affairs, said IBHE officials

had mentioned they are considering PQP bonuses.
However, he could not release details on the school's tentative budget.
Chicago State officials could not be reached for comment.
The IBHE came up with the idea of a bonus as a way of
rewarding schools that are making significant steps in the
PQP process, Hodel said.
"It's to provide incentives to institutions to further
implement the Priorities, Quality and Productivity
Initiative," Hodel said. "Those schools are going to draft

early retirement plans for faculty affected, or to pay ft
them to go get a different degree and to pay for restruc
ing."
The Board of Governors, Eastern's governing body,
already made its budget 1994 recommendations to
IBHE and can't release any information until the bo
releases its budget.
"Generally speaking, the chancellor (Thomas Layzell
has repeatedly supported a concept of rewarding the uni
versities for showing progress," said BOG spokeswo
Michelle Brazell.

Troops
• Continuedfrompage 2
of the main routes to northern Somalia.
Under U.N. sponsorship, the
American-led foreign troops will guard
aid deliveries that have been hostage to
thousands of armed extortionist, some
loyal to rebel factions, some simply freelance thieves.
Looting of food shipments and interference by rebel leaders had paralyzed
th·e rell-eJ efrori.-· ai:i9 300,000I(°''Somalis.
died of starvation, diSe~e and warfare.
The pictures of famished women ancl
children shocked the world.
The Marines, a 1,800-man vanguard of
more than 30,000 U.S. and other troops
I
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-
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arriving in the coming days, also moved
out from the airport and set up three
checkpoints on the road into the city.
Ordinary Somalis greeted the friendly
invaders, crowding rooftops and hillsides
to watch the helicopters, hovercraft and
other military behemoths crisscross their
beaches and roadways.
Some rushed up to the young
Americans and shook their hands.
Abdul Mohamed Arale had waited for
th~ ~aiines for . three q;tys at the airport,
in pinstripe .suit and .polka-dot tie.
"I just want to meet the Americans and
welcome them," the former Somali
Airlines employee said. "I would like to
show my respect." Somalis poured into

5J.) Van Buren
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"They are friendly, yes, definitely frien
ly."
The opening moves of Operatio
Restore Hope appeared to go off lik
clockwork. More pictures were take
than prisoners.
But special U.S. envoy Robert Oakle
said the next move, deeper into Somali
could prove more troublesome. "Whe
you get farther into the interior, you g
people who want to make trouble," h
said.
It remained unclear whether U.S
forces would aggressively try to dis
the Somali clans, who have fought ~
control of the country since topplin
authoritarfan President Mohamed Si
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the airport by the thousands to watch the
troops descend from their monstrous
amphibious vehicles and deafening aircraft.
Residents swarmed across the runway,
and the soldiers responded by pushing
them away from military gear, mostly in
a calm manner, and eventually out the
gate of the airport.
"Gadal Uba!" shouted Lance Cpl.
Danny Sheng. The phrase means "get
back" in Somali, and each time Sheng
yelled it, the curious broke into broad
smiles and chanted it back to him.
"They' re being cooperative," s-aid
Sheng, who had written the foreign
words in ink on the palm of his hand.
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aboratory to introduce new technology
new foreign language labora' slated to be opened by next
· g, will bring new technoloto the Eastern 's foreign lane department
on Sondheim, an associate
fessor of French, said he is
cting the laboratory to be
pleted by mid-January at the
·est, within two to three weeks
. The foreign language departt is still awaiting delivery of
equipment
According to Sondheim, the
ction of the new laboratory
gone through a three-year
· · g period. Although the room
oleman Hall has been availfor three years, the laboratory
had to go through a series of
vals before being construct(It's) pretty fast to plan and
truct a lab,'' Sondheim said.
e think we've been slow, but
a fairly complicated lab."
undheim added he hopes the
laboratory will possibly
t more students to the foreign
ge department.
Students-will do a better job.
may attract a few more people,
it was not our main purpose,"
eim said. "The main purpose
to bring some latest technoloto bear on foreign languages."
e lab will give students a lot
additional output outside the
sroom," said Heribert
'denbach, chairman of the forla,n guage department.
ents will be able to put themes in a foreign country and be
unded by the foreign culture
hear the language spoken
nlike the satellite reception
is available to the radio and
·sion stations, the foreign lane department has not had that
, Sondheim said.
owever, the new laboratory
receive satellite transmissions
Mexico and Canada. They
also working on receiving

k

'

Congratulations

Jay Zenz

some extent. Students use electronic mail in the Lumpkin
College of Business or Booth
Library to send messages to other
countries.
Breidenbach explained that
about $300,000 will be spent on
constructing the lab. However,
most of this money is for renovation and remodeling the area,
which would've been done even if
plans for the laboratory's construction fell through.
"(The) cost of the equipment
probably costs less than the
amount spent on renovation and
furniture replacements," Sondheim
said.
Breidenbach explained some
high schools are already familiar
with the technology the new laboratory will employ. In the past students got bored, he said. With this
new technology, students can
"feel" the picture.
"Teachers feel they are left
behind in the methodology in foreign language. (They are) left
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shops, sponsored by IBM, to edu-

CANS

11 ' cate teachers on the advanced
I_•.

~

·.~ ·. equip~ent in two of the work-

shops, Breidenbach said, they will
&... invite teachers from Illinois to
BRIAN McCOY/Staff photographer show how video and the other
Gene Meyer from General Construction uses a drill to secure boards technology can work in foreign
for the construction of the new language lab Wednesday afternoon in language. They can then take the
Room J04A of Coleman Hall.
know-how back to their schools.
where
the
students
could
see
what
The
other two workshops will be
transmissions from around the
available for Eastern instructors.
world with access to 40 different a country looks and sounds like. ·
Other departments may also use
"(You) get all the information you
languages.
the laboratory if they can prove it
The laboratory will also be able can get in an encyclopedia,'' he would be useful to them, he said
to use digitized sound instead of
the audio cassettes in use now. sai~Cusing the system is) as close Some programs which may ?se it
Standard audio cassettes were too to being there and interacting with . are s~h pathology or English as
-:
slow and · not clear enough. · the foreign country as rou can a seco~ langµag~. , '
,,
. ..
Breidenbach said there are some
Sondheim explained the sound get, he said (If we can use the) dr ib. - k • th · ~ 1 00· - - •'
aw ac s to e. new a ratory. '
heard from a compact disc can computer to generate speech,
there'll be a lot of advantages for No matter what is. purchas~d, m
now be heard from a computer.
,,
five years the eqmpment will be
The department plans to coms'."d. The equipment,
bine the digitized sound with digi- us.Sondheim said the new labora- obsolete,
tized video, and computer text into tory will also have connection to however, is still s~mewhat useful.
.
.
For example, audio cassettes are
a multi-media system, Sondheim mternational computer networks. b .
. d
emg rep1acedby the d'1g1·t·ized
h
l
Th
d
said. These three components
e epartment, e exp ame ,
d b th
tt
till be
together work like an encyclopedia already uses these networks to sosedun ' ut e casse es can s
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alvation Army in need of charity this year
OSTON (AP) - Someone dropped off a
bar in a Chicago kettle of the Salvation
y, an unusual windfall in a lean year for
charities that have already been forced
away needy this holiday season.
e cries for help are as desperate as ever.
en we tell them we can't help them,
don't take it too well," said Annette
rs, a Salvation Army social worker, said.
ough times are tough, charities in places
e disasters struck this year have been
· g better than charities in other U.S.
, and international relief agencies have
swamped with contributions for
·a.
e No. 1 factor in the giving crunch is the
omy.
t's the economy, not a Hurricane Andrew
ger in Somalia or relief aid to Bosnia,

s12s

1

Anthony De Cristofaro, spokesman for
United Way of America, said.
"Most of our contributions come from the
workplace, so when places like General
Motors start shutting down plants or even
talking about that, donations suffer," He
added.
Last week, some international relief organizations said contributions for Somalia had
been lagging, but since the United States
decided to send troops there, the giving
jumped.
In Massachusetts, the Salvation Army this
week reported requests for groceries and hot
meals were up 40 percent and appeals for
help with heating bills outstripped the agency's ability to meet the demand.
Rogers has turned away several people a
day seeking holiday assistance froni the

Salvation Army's Community Center in
Boston's Roxbury section.
"People are desperate this year," Rogers
said. "There's more need, less money. What
can we do?"
The center exhausted its entire Christmas
budget on Monday.
It had planned to take Christmas assistance
applications from families until Dec. 18.
Similar stories have come from charities
elsewhere. The cold has barely arrived and
already agencies have drained their winter
budgets.
"The individual families and donors that
were out there to help you in the past have
fallen on hard times themselves, Susan
Kuchurak, development director for
Volunteers of America in Rochester, N.Y.,
said.
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you will find the same infractions that exist in the black
R-A-C-1-S-M in 1992.
communities exist in the white communities).
I'm here, I'm pissed and I'm
Also, I'm real tired when whites notice that bla
going to tell you what's going on.
have something, they give in to the pretenses that
Maybe by some slight chance, you
can· t see it.
blacks were given it by, or it was some token of, some
white man and his patronage to the black race.
Once you think you've gotten
For Instance, some people in the department where I
somewhere or think you've done
work - or maybe even some my staff members - beli
something with your life, someone
there are too many black students working at the
has to smack you in the face to
desk.
remind you that you're black!
This is so stupid. The facts override opinions in th'
(News flash! This is a prophecy that
has been upheld for years).
Evette
statement. Some people really don't have anything bet·
ter to do and can"t see anything but color. But them
Recently, Eastern played host to Pearson
a rap concert. Can you imagine - - - - - - • agonizing part about it is - the same person who
that? A black rapper at white Eastern? It doesn't matter if this way is speaking to me everyday and maybe aski
he was chosen just to fit the budget or anything else my input on a story.
.
Editorials represent the opinion
If that's how you feel and that's what you believe
we got a rapper.
of the editorial board. Columns
Now let's look at several counterpoints to the concert. least have the balls to talk about it.
Don't keep holding it in and getting. all uptight. If
If
there
was low attendance and support for the perforare the opinion of the author.
mance, we would have gotten a slap on the wrist for you're uncomfortable around different races, admit it. If
being around blacks irks your soul, admit it. If you'
being bad and not supporting our own.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1992
Then, any of our other wants would have been based damn tired of reverse discrimination as a result of your
·
on the participation and attendance of the concert. If own actions - damn it, admit it!!
Stop patting yourself on the back and making yourself
there had been a low turn out, it would be handle as
such: "They didn't come to this event, why should we feel better by saying, "but oh I do have black friends." It
doesn't make you a savior and it surely doesn't mak
give them something else?"
We're lucky it wasn't a low turn out.
_
you the expert to unde~tand the black man's plight.
All of this stupidness has got to stop! We have
Why is it we have to find refuge in whatever you think
communicate
to get it right in the 90s. If you have some
~k·
we.should find refuge in? Why is our next privilege given
'
~
·
,•
by your golden hand?
_
insecurities, talk about them. Don't-keep up this ph
I ,_r, rw ~·<"., ,, n;i;r·c,-. :: 1r<::i 1•• ' ,..,
rm tired of hearing the same old crap about blacks charade any longer.
Sno~ is slow!~ fro~tin~
of the residenc:e .1• 1 getting n;tore scholai:.ship~ (it's not true. But if it were, our
I would be wrong if I said, "I have white friends too." I
hall wmdows, wmd IS mppmg at everyone s scholarship checks' are'menial compared to our white don't consider myself an expert on your race, but - w
ears and all that stands between ourselves and counterparts). I'm tired of hearing about blacks getting all up!
a long wintet;,'s nap is the drudgery finals week.
~f the jobs ~use .of affirmative action and I'm damn
- Evette Pearson is editor in chief and a guest col
Christmas and the new year couldn't have tired of heanng that 1f there were no black people, there
·
would be no news (if you go in the white community, nist rorlhe Daily Eastern News..
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come any sooner.
But with the humanitarian efforts in Somalia,
the economy improving anC:l a brand-new president all in the next year, the history of 1992
will be something worth remembering.
This year has been bombarded with the
theme of change. Politics both on the national
and university level raved with this popular
movement. President-elect
Bill Cli~ton ~ his enti~e
.
.
·
~paign promises on d1- ..
verging fr9m~ the olct ancJ trying out the new.
.-r .,
.
The: congressional·,battle of inci.nii.bertts versus
the "new blood" also dominated the minds of
voters in the national and campus level,
Here at Eastern, the campus change came
both-through the .administration and in university organization. Eastern!s new President,
David Jorns, is currently going through the early
stages of his .administration, while the recently
accepted Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual arid Allies
Union has tried to open the eyes of students. ·
Good, bad, or indifferent - 1992 never
ceased to amaze· people. But with all the
change in 1992, we are not allowed to look forward to a new year with even more changes.
After trudgin~ ' th!.ough , tre ~~ony '. 9~. fip~~l~ , '
week, students can ~~~ ;:tqrwar~ttoc.tJ1e.w!Jng ,. . , , , .,
semester: new dasses, a different surrounding
This is my last Christmas here at
and a fresh and positive outlook for the year Eastern. It is also the most meanahead.
ingful, for as I look back on this
For those ho are grad ating 1993 ill year I realize it is the first time I
. ·
w
. u . .'
~
don't feel lost.
bnng about a new metamorphosis filled with
Last Christmas and throughout
excitement, opportunity and independence.
this year, many crazy things have
At the turn of the new year, we should look · happened to my friends and me toward the future of our university, our govern"' ~th .good and bad. A l~t of my
ment and our own personal lives The theme of situations were repercussions from

£dito rial

.

~.-~

~

5ee )j<A/ ln

N-ew '. Y· ear.earl
· ..bring
·• .a·fres
. h st·a··

.

• •

•

,; · , ·

·

mistakes I refused to realize and
take responsibility for. .
I.aura
As 1992 began, 1 didn't know Durnell
how I would escape the feelings of
insecurity that were eating away at me.
During the year, I saw two friends of mine go through
major changes.. One friend had finally gotten her life back
•
together after 1t was yanked apart by the hands of an
graduates and. wishes the student body the ·abusive boyfriend two years before. For a while she was
best of luck dunng finals week.
IMng at home and not really sure of how to regain conMay the new year bring opportunities filled trot of the life she once had.
with health and happiness. Merry Christmas.
This year she is attending a state university and is trying to capture what she lost. From her I realized nothing
is final.
· Another friend of mine I almost lost in more ways than
one. I won't go Into the gory details of what happened,
but from what he went through, I don't take life for
·granted anymore.
-Ho1Ho!Ho!
,.-- I realized how important it is to appreciate those we
love everyday and not wait until It's too late to say, "I
Santa Claus
love you."
While I may look back on 1992 with some sadness, I
will also look upon It with great fondness as well. This
year I have had opportunities that I never would have

change should r~mam m our hearts.
.
There are still many goals to accomphsh,
whether it is V\'jth Eastern, the United States, or
as dose as the home front.
But for now, take a breath, kick back and
relax. The News congratulates all of Eastern' s

.

dreamed of opening up to me and I value the
Immensely.
.
But perhaps the greatest gains I have had are wl
trust and faith, two things of which I never had
Four dose friends of mine have taught me trust and
through their own trials in life and for sticking by m
Despite the anger and sadness I once felt, the irrational!
I had and mistakes I made because of that anger,
never judged or looked down on me. .
.
Because of that tolerance and understanding, th
showed me what the meaning of friendship really is.
As I sit here a year from the time I felt alone, I can
say because of seeing what my friends have survr.<
and from what I have gone through, I've grown. I
have a long way to reach the finish line in becoming
person I want to be, but at least now I'm beyond
starting gate.
. ..
This is not meant to be "self affirmation, but at
end of each year I think it is healthy to look back. Not
dwell in the past, but to re-examine what's hap
. and try not to look on mistakes with scorn. They
instead be looked at as stepping stones. It also se
examine who deserves my friendship and who doesn'
Usually I've dwelled in the past, thinking to myself
only I've done this differently." I've learned not to
but to take a doser look the past, learn from it and
betterunderstandlngofmyself.
I only wish that those I see atollnd me right now
are as lost, if not more so, like I was last year and
there Is no hope can learn that as bad as pain might
It eventually leads to better things.
- Laura Durnell Is associate Verge editor and a
columnist rorlhe,Dally Eastern News.
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extbook. representation expanded Student Senate speaker
The committee recently formd by the Faculty Senate to
xamine the Textbook Rental
rvice will expand its represenion so the concerns of all par'es affected by the system are
nsidered.
When its meetings begin in the
pring semester, the Faclty/Student
Relations
ommittee - a subcommittee of
e Faculty Senate composed of
ee faculty and three student
embers - will determine what
ups need representation on the
bcommittee.
"The
Faculty/Student
elations Committee has been
ked by the Faculty Senate to
e suggestions for the compotion of a committee to examine

the textbook rental service," said
John Miller, a member of the
Faculty Senate and the relations
committee said.
Both the faculty and student
members emphasized the importance of having a larger representation on the committee in order
for it to be responsive to all concerns.
"Any deliberation that comes
forth is more sound if you have
as many interests represented as
possible," said Gary Foster, a
member of the Faculty Senate.
Kara Restagno, a student
member of the Faculty/Student
Relations Committee, plans to
discuss the textbook rental issue
on a personal level with student
organizations and department
chairs to get feedback.
"Communication is the biggest
factor when dealing with text-

rof essor discusses
rofitable council idea
Eastern English professor
ruce Guernsey recently remed from Washington, D.C.
here he worked with the
ouncil for International Exhange of Scholars.
Guernsey was appointed last
ay to serve a three-year term
ith the council's Southern
urope committee which inludes Greece, Portugal, Italy,
pain, Cyprus and Malta.
"I don't know how I was
ppointed, but I'm really flatred" Guernsey said.
Guernsey is the only Board of
overnors professor to be
pointed to the council, which
eludes professors from such
hools as University of Calornia at Berkeley, the Univity of California and George
ason University.
The Council for International
change of Scholars is a prite organization funded by the
.S. Information Agency which
dles the administration of the
lbright Scholar award. The
ard was created by the
lbright-Hayes Act at the end
World War II to promote
ace through the exchange of
s.

Guernsey explained the council awards Fulbright scholarships make it possible for
American professors and scholars to teach and conduct
research in foreign countries.
He said the applications the
committee received ranged from
professors who wanted to teach
art and criminology to those
who wanted to study citrus fruit
and bears.
Being a two-time recipient of
the Fulbright award, Guernsey
was able to teach American literature and poetry in both
Greece and Portugal. He said it
was a learning experience for
both him and his foreign students.
"We both gained something,"
Guernsey said. "The students
had the chance to experience
American literature and poetry
from an American point of view
and I became a better teacher.
I'm a better teacher because I
can now compare my (U.S.) students' thoughts to foreign ideas.
This program promotes peace
through understanding."
Eastern graduate student
Soula Vasiliadou said the
Fulbright program was a great
experience for her. Vasiliadou.
was a student of Guerns ~ y·s·
while he taught in Greece.

book rental," she said.
Other faculty members on the
relations committee are Richard
Wandling, of the political science
department, and Gary Aylesworth, of the philosophy department. Student members are
Bobby Smith and Karie Rice.
The deadline for approval and
ratification of the new members
chosen by the committee for
both the Faculty Senate and the
Student Senate is Jan. 26.
During the examination, the
committee will consider the arguments of the faculty and students
and then decide whether to suggest elimination or modification
of the textbook rental system to
the administration.
"We're going to lay out the
line of what everyone wants and
draw a compromise from that,"
Restagno said.
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Senate members taking their
seats Wednesday included: Julea
Warren, Matt Giordano, Michelle
The Student Senate re-elected Gaddini, Jeff Figurell, Michael
Luke Neumann as its speaker Smyth, Luke Neumann, Kara
Wednesday night at its weekly · Restagno, John Kohl, Heather
meeting. Neumann ran unop- Ballard, Lance Phillips, Katina
posed.
Gillespie, Jennifer Zumwald and
It was evident that the other Dan Fultz.
senate members thought NeuThe five Student Government
mann worked well at the post this members who will represent
semester as Student Body Eastern at an annual conference of
President Brian Riordan and other student government associations
members congratulated him.
held in February at Texas A & M
"Id like to thank you for your University were also named
support," Neumann said after the Wednesday. They are senate
vote.
members Chad Turner, Luke
Senate member Matt Giordano Neumann, Matt Giordano, Dan
also announced Wednesday, a Byer and Bobby Smith.
Student Government newsletter
Riordan said, "I think all seven
would be available for distribution applicants were qualified but these
when students return to campus in are the five that will go."
January for the spring semester.
Executive Vice President Amy
In other Student Senate busi- Jobin announced the three senate
ness Wednesday, Neumann seated members who will sit on the
senate members elected in Faculty Semite and work with its
November.
members.
By PAUL BUDZVNSKI

Staff writer

Organizations
donate funds
to charities ,'> ~

Jorns to host mus~cal
Christmas extravaganza

By NANCY JAMES
Staff writer

Although Christmas is just
around the comer, Eastem's fra- By ELIZABETH RAICHLE
dent's party and give it back to
ternities and sororities are not Activities editor
the to the Charleston communiwaiting until the holiday season
ty," Crews said.
to help the less fortunate.
To spread holiday cheer and
The holiday program will feaIn the past year, 21 different alleviate stress from the begin- ture the Oratorio Chorus and
greek organizations donated a ning of finals week, Eastern String Orchestra, the Faculty
total of 9,000 hours to local and President David Joms invites stu- Brass Quintet and the Fabulous
national charities. They have dents and area residents to enjoy Tri-Counts from the Coles
raised more than $30,000 festive music at his Musical County Barbershoppers.
through their volunteer work.
Holiday Party in the Leo J .
A special children's theater
Among the organizations who Dvorak Concert Hall. ~
. -: , ,0 will.also e~~
have volunteered their time and
For his first Christmas at and the young at hearJ wiJ:h a
efforts is Sigma Nu. Members of Eastern, Joms will host the holi- · prodhctibrl of "-SW11feS'• Jtrst
Sigma Nu, with their football day party, beginning at 7:30 p.m. Wanna Have Fun" before the
marathon, have raised $2,500 for Thursday, to usher in the season party begins. "Swines" is a
the Make-A-Wish Foundation.
with special musical perfor- humorous rendition of the chilOther fraternities made mances.
dren's classic, "The Three Little
healthy contributions as well.
This is the second year the Pigs."
Delta Sigma Phi contributed College of Fine Arts will be the
"The production is fun and
$2,200 to the March of Dimes site of the president's holiday entertaining with a lot of tongueby holding a "can shake" drive.
party.
in-cheek humor that adults can
Lambda Chi Alpha contributThe annual occasion is an appreciate," Crews said.
ed $2,200 to the Charleston opportunity for Charleston resiThe free children's show will
Food
Pantry
with
a dents and Eastern students to begin at 6:45 p.m. in the Fine
Thanksgiving blood drive.
meet the university president said Arts Theater Friday.
Members of the Sigma Pi fra- Dan Crew, director of publicity
Complimentary tickets are
ternity raised $2,350 for multi- for the College of Fine Arts.
available from the University
ple sclerosis through door-to"Jorns has really supported ticket office, Brainard House and
doQr .fund t,aising an1 their , this, 11nd he wants to do some- Z's Music, 606 Jackson Ave. For
· '~ hl!unted .!tut"; O'pera.tion•J>n•. tljng fqr the'community.-He afso more-ticket in(ormation call
Halloween.' • - . "'
wants to pla)1°down.. tlie' ~res1!:' • ~·1 -'29t7. 1 _,~ • , • : -•
'.
- •
·~·•
7,• ....,t ~i!'i::, ,t".c ,-.;....:, '/\'':1.-, ·1~.,..;...: .. ·-:'I.),...:
•

Take home a loaf for the holidays.
Reserve your loaf today.
What's Cookin' 7th Bt Madison
345-7427

re-elected for spring term
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BACCHUS urges safe holiday drinking

;
~-::

By KIM OSTERMEIER

· ~may '&a lot of ·~
·.~ • ••r~· b1Jt this..bate~ Pf:

Staff writer

f$'.iwilt,tielcle aJUJlltf , . · . . .J ... <-- ~~fr()i'bie~
'toueh on,.an,~ .·7i(rn-S -a.n.d . ~te:rn"'s orr~e: 'Of
t"f~ue~Monday in _th~ Grand · ,. ~s. .~lcohot ·and. D't1lg
ll~ of the-·. J..fattitt Luther ~Jn(orniation. The perfom.µ1llee
Kinglr~ U11ivenity Unio~
. · "' i& part of.a collective attempt t0o
·'flie "Fu~A.;~ Christ- $p!eM drug and ~l aWMeJtta$,1-Sbow;"' featurlJ.ig ~lowns ties~ )!unds .Jal~ ll,y tlie-s_
hows
J.-..g;Actjon: and .s:peeial gu.est, ~•. the ¥attoon and QUtdest()tl
' t~r ·Twtst;.win. ·B_r~~nt · 90 ,,, are$-will l>ei~Jo.;Uistribute
"minut~s,.(>1'11iih..fnteilsitf,.~h'>W1l .d.mg~'Ven . ·
· .. · · .· . · tbe
·
.al.$0 ddi~a
~ .$how ana..
.that
:. _:_. - . - .
-- .
::;
~~e.·.:-:
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Eastern's chapter of Boosting
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University
Students (BACCHUS) is sponsoring a dance for students
Thursday to kick off its Safe
Holiday Campaign.
The group will host the
dance at Carman Hall from 8:30
to 10:30 p.m.
Also starting Monday, BACCHUS will place a Christmas
tree in the walkway of the
union.
The tree will be decorated by
students who pledge to have a
safe holiday.
To make this pledge, students
can buy a red ribbon for the
tree. The ribbon will cost 50
cents.
Afterwards, pledging students will send postcards to

themselves as a reminder of
their promise to be responsible
with alcohol.
Todd Ladhae, vice president
of BACCHUS, stressed one of
the group's goals is to end the
misconception that it is an antialcohol organization.
"We are not anti-alcohol, we
just want to promote responsible
decision-making concerning
alcohol," Ladhae said.
"We do not want to come
across as a teaching organization, but a helpful organization,"he added.
Terry Tumbarello, director of
BACCHUS, also talked about
some of the goals of the upcoming events.
"We hope for students to find
the time during finals week to
go to the walkway in the union,
spend 50 cents on a ribbon and
make the pledge to have a safe
holiday," Tumbarello said.

"If tying a ribbon will affi
one person who is about to g
behind the wheel of a car,
would be beautiful," he added.
Several different Baste
administrators and faculty al
plan to make pledges.
Although it has yet to be co
firmed, Tumbarello said o
Monday he hopes Baste
President David Jorns will al
make a pledge ~or a safe holida
by placing his ribbon on the
at about noon.
Men's basketball coach Ri
Samuels wilf place his ribbon
the tree on Tuesday.
Wednesday Faculty Sena
Chairman Edward Marlow w'
make the pledge.
Lou Hencken, acting vie
president for student affair
will end the Safe Holida
Campaign by placing his
ribbon on the Christmas tr
next Thursday.

"iscuSSes state of the Republican Party
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Rich
Williamson is penning op-ed pieces about
the state of the Republican Party and jetting to Russia for international conferences.
Another task for the Chicago lawyer
who lost the Senate election to Democrat
Carol Moseley Braun is deciding his political future and his place among Illinois
Republicans.
t

"People seem very encouraging and
anxious that I play a role," he said in a
recent interview.
GOP Gov. Jim Edgar believes
Williamson "has a lot to offer," particularly because of his federal government experience in the Reagan administrations Since
the election, Williamson has relaxed with
his family, written thank-you notes to supporters and planned a return to his law

firm.
He has written opinion essays about
how Republicans can recover from George
Bush's defeat and reorganize a party that
seems "intellectually spent, aimless and
exhausted." His solution for 1993: "The
GOP must reaffirm its fundamental principles, nurture dialogue and debate on ideas
that can fashion an agenda for renewal,
and hone the message of growth, opportu-

nity and choice." Post-election busin
also took Williamson to Moscow a
Minsk for international conferences
how the former Soviet republics c
resolve conflicts among themselves.
Williamson made ties with curre
Russian officials when he served as U.
ambassador to United Nations offices·
Vienna and was an assistant secretary
state for international organizations.

<.' "

Lynda, Beth, Kristin, Astrid,
Alicia, Kellie, Beth, Kerrie,
Amy, Tamara, Tara, Cara:
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!

Larry Mac: I'm tingling with
excitement for your graduation.
Kiss Kiss. Your Disco Love,
Penelope.

Sue and Carolyn: Congratulations! We'll miss you! Yea
whatever, Bye. Love your
Roomies.

Terry Craven: CONGRATULATIONS! I'm so proud of my big
brother. I'll miss you. Love
Kates

Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year to the Beautiful
Ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta

Happy Holidays to the elves at
the Front Desk! Betty

• ..,r

Paula Ruskin, You are a great
best friend. Congratulations on
graduating. Love Heather

Hoobie! Congrats! I'm so proud
I could bust my buttons! I Love
You! Stacey

u
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t's a mad, mad world
I

Now four decades into existence., -' .. :·"

Mad must face life without William Gaines.
hile most of the country slept
on the evening of June 3,
1992, part of their collective
nny bone was removed in their
ep.
The death of William M. Gaines
s truly a loss to not only his satireving readers but to the publication
co-founded and oversaw for just
y of the past 40 years, Mad magae.
He was fond of claiming that his
ff and contributors provided the
ntent of the eight-times-a-year magine and he ·provided the atmoere.
"His spirit remains," said Charlie
dau, associate editor for Mad. "We
still in his playhouse - the atmoere he established for us."
Nothing physically has changed in
ir surroundings for the past 25
rs since their move to the current
w York City residence of 485
dison Ave.
"The place hasn't even been paintsince we moved in," Kadau
ssed.
Physic'al appearances and maintece difficulties aside, the atmoere's creator is now gone.
Mad will move into another decade
existence and for the first time, the
ff will enter a year without their
ven leader at the helm.
"Whatever traditions Mad estabed over the years with Bill Gaines,"
au said, "I am sure will continue.
"We plan to be as irreverent as
ays. Do not doubt that."
He assured readers that the tradin of "taking nothing sacred and
sting anyone and everyone and
body and anything" shall be coned staples.
aines' name still firmly heads the
of staff members - presented largbold and above the rest - billed
ply as "founder" and serving as a
inder to both the readers and the
of the man who gave entertaint a vicious bite.
s its spiritual leader, he led the
azine into s~rvice as a watchdog
all aspects of Americana - film,
ic, politics - whoever or whatever
making headlines in the papers,
making the pages of Mad.
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Mad founder William Gaines

A·E· Newman: "Wha,t me worry·?"

Story by J.A. WINDERS
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Art provided by Mad

j
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"It may be true that in the face of
"And they aren't going to force
the institutionalized dishonesty and him to wear tights either."
corruptions that Mad relentlessly
Not necessarily profound but he
exposes, the urge to surrender is .doesn't have to be, Kadau is Mad _
great," said Maria Reidelbach from "profound" is not exactly a written criher 1991 book "Completely Mad."
terion for employment by this particuThat "urge" is now passed on to Jar publication.
Mad's new co-editors, Nick Meglin
Time-Warner is not known as the
and John Ficarra.
most humorous of institutions in the
The change in leadership is not a world of media and it is not necessarichange in power, however, it is strictly Jy known for standing by its subthe continuation of a dream.
sidiaries in times of turmoil. And these
Changes do, however, loom on the people are in charge of Mad.
horizon.
_
Pressure was applied on TimeThe dawn of the new year will Warner by President George Bush and
bring new "parenting" to the would-be Vice President Dan Qualye coupled
troubled children who play within the with vocalized outrage from police
confines of Mad's pages.
departments across the United States
Multi-media giant Time-Warner Inc. over rapper Ice-T's song "Cop Killer"
will be taking up the reins of the publi- off his Body Count LP during the
cations and handing them over at the summer. The song promoted the exestart of 1993 to a portion of their cution-style killings of police.
publishing wing, specifically DC
Instead of standing behind their
Comics - producers of the Batman artist, Time-Warner backed down and
series of comic book titles and those pulled the records from the shelves
whose hands are still stained with the until a substitute track could be
death of Superman.
recorded for a second release of the
"They (Time-Warner and DC album.
Comics) have assured us, that unlike
With Mad sinking deeper into the
Superman, we would not have to kill pits of corporate control, will the magoff Alfred E. Newman," Kadau said.
azine be tamed, controlled or

____,,_

---

o;~~~

;;,~kte._c

orphaned?
_Ac;cording to Kadau, the relationship between Time-Warner and Mad
has always been Platonic - strictly
hands off - and shall continue to be
that way.
"I don't think that they feel obligated to have to invite us to their dress
parties," he said of Mad's usual exclusion from the flesh-pressing pomp and
circumstance surrounding TimeWarner's "office parties." "We always
stand in the corner and snicker anyway.
- . "They---tmnk we--me.a-bad. influlift'ce
on the rest of the company, so they
let us stay by ourselves."
The label of "bad influence" just
doesn't come from the misunderstanding "parents" of Time-Warner.
Teachers and parents have confiscated editions of Mad in homes and
classrooms across America for most
of the publication's existence.
They have cried that the publication's ramblings "carried sexual and
satanic overtones" and that they
"encouraged disrespect for authority"
- maybe, maybe not.
No matter what the "subversive"
intentions are however, the magazine's popularity has grown over the
years, in part because of its continual
aid in the rebellion by the young ·at
heart against what is considered society's normalities.
"We are constantly looking for new
targets," Kadau explained, "which
isn't that hard because they are always
cropping up all over the place."
Reidelbach explained the situation
best in her book when she wrote that
"Mad gives voice to the outrage that
these kids, who are not yet adjusted to
society, feel about the ruses and corruptions epidemic in the world today.
"It is an outrage leavened with
empowering laughter that many of
them will remember and carry with
them for the rest of their lives."
That is all Gaines ever attempted to
do - the arming of America with the
weapon of humor to combat the ills
and stupidities of society.
.
He not only left readers laughing
after 40 years of service, but he left
them with the power and strength to
laugh for many years to come.

RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER . PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSG U NS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON'S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may~ r,evised, rejected, or 'qmcelaj af ~y t,ime~ "
'
The Daily Eastern .News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessruy to omit an advertisement.

STUDENTS. GET THE BEST!
RESUMES, TYPING, COPIES.
CHARLESTON, COPY X. 219
LINCOLN AVE . (Across from
CREDIT UNION ONE) 3456313.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
THE ONLY 30 MINUTE GUARANTEE IN TOWN. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! DOMINO'S PIZZA 348-1626.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
FREE GIFT BAGGING SERVICE!' HAVE 'YOUR HOLIDAY
GIFTS ·TASTEFULLY' ARRANGED AT TOKENS. ANY
AND ALL ITEMS WELCOME.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Fast and Reasonable Typing and
Fax Service. Please call Lynn
348-5568

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL

Hur WANTED
WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisheries.
Earn
$600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. MALE or
FEMALE. Get a head start on this
summer! For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

AoomoN
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
SUBLEASERS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

LOST

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCE.MlNTS

The
Daily

[

SPRING SEMESTER: Female
wanted to do housework: cleaning, some cooking, and various
odd jobs around professor's
home. $5.00 per hour, 4-6 hours
per week, but hours negotiable.
Fill out application, available on
door of 343 Old Main, third floor,
west wing.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
LOCAL COLLEGE WAITRESSES WANTED. MUST BE ABLE
TO WORK OVER CHRISTMAS
BREAK. CALL TED'S AT 3459732.

WHO CAN YOU TRUST??? ... to
raise your baby. THE BABY
FOLD has many approved,
licensed adoptive homes to
choose from. Adoptive parents
are willing to meet you and
exchange pictures and letters.
Free professional counseling for
all birth parents, no pressure. Call
217-348-8191, M-F, 9-5.

Male to share house with 3 students next semester. 1/4 block
from Old Main. 348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Male roommates needed for apt.
half block from campus on 6th St.
Water & heat paid for. Call 3459694
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Roommate Wanted: enjoy country setting 5 minutes south of
Charleston. # bedrooms, washer/dryer, fireplace, big screen TV,
large kitchen, lots of storage,
large yard, own room $150. Call
mornings 348-5195
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Female Roommate Needed for
Spring. Own Room. $120/mo .
OBO. Call Kim. 345-4989
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

astern News

CLASSIFIED

Ao

Name=--------,--------~
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

Female Roommate needed,
spring semester $138/mo. Royal
Heights. Call Sue at 348-5320
ASAP

2 subleasers needed for Spring
semester. $150/mth, own room.
Located 416 Polk. Call 345-3089
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Female subleaser. Sp. 93. Block
from campus, off street parking.
Own large room. $150/month
OBO. 348-7616
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Apartment to sublease male or
female. Room 15, Pinetree Apartments. Call Fran 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Subleaser, Nice Apt. $160 & 1/2
m. rent free, low util . 618-3923688
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Great deal! $113/mo in Nantucket
for male subleaser at 348-5346.
Spring Semester.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Transferring student looking to
sublease furnished 1 bdrm apt.,
across from campus, for Spr. '93.
Free water and cable. Please call
Jim ASAP. 345-5771.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

ACROSS

FORM

Phone: - - - - - - - -StudentsO Yes

Female roommate needed for
spring-own room-close to campus. $150.00 + 1/2 utilities. Julie
345-9701
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Spring 93. $100/mo. + 1/3 utilities. Free cable. Please call
ASAP. 348-1819.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR SPRING. $155 PER
MONTH, OWN BEDROOM.
CALL 348-7066.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
SPRING ROOMMATE NEEDED.
OWN ROOM $125/MONTH.
CALL 581-5236 OR STOP BY
1122 4TH STREET.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

No

Dates to run _______________
Ad to read:

25 Transparent
theater drop
27 Learning place
for working
adults
31 Secular
34 Rubber trees
35 Auto-club
insignia
13 Donau feeder
:teQuote
15 Landed
37Wager
18 " - - Is Born"
38 Belladonnas
17 Height: Comb.
42 Musical sounds
form
a Collar
18 Glacial snow
44Card for
19 Sign-off at
Cassandra?
proms
48 J. O'Hara's
22 Taken at face
"From the - - "
value
50 Soprano role in
23Build ,
"The,Magic
'" ' '''
Flute"
r {~i..1

1 In a line
5 Media giant
abroad
&Ripped
12u. of New
Mexico athlete

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0

Cash

ocheck

0

2 female subleasers 1302 4th St.
Own
room
$140
month,
washer/dryer, call Kelly 3480287.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Female subleaser needed for
spring semester. Apt near campus. $138/month plus utilities.
Call 348-1675
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Female subleasor needed Spr
93. Call 348-5638.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Male subleaser needed, own
room, heat pd, pool, close to
campus, cheap utilities. Call 3481461. Ask for Todd.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Male subleaser needed for SP93.
Lincolnwood Apts. Ph. 348-0834.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

Second Semester Individual
Rooms for men-Furnished. Heat
and electric paid. Call after 5:30
p.m. 348-8870.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
AVAILABLE: 1 Bedroom apartment-large; 1 Bedroom apartment-nice; 1 Bedroom apartmentfurnished; 3 'Bedroom house; 2
Bedroom house. Call 348-8349 or
345-6621 or 345-6127 . If no
answer, leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

Apt. w/own room w/2 fema
CHARLESTON . $100.00 m
utilities. Phone 235-0677 (
a.m.)

_________1

2 BR APT. FOR 2 PEOP
AVAILABLE FOR SP. S
CALL 348-5510.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

4 Bedroom house available
1, 1993 for 2 girl students
other girl. Totally furnish&
block from campus. For m
information, call 345-3875.

_________1

YOUNGSTOWN APT. 2
BEDROOM APT AVAILAB
INCLUDING DISHWASHE
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, FU
FURNISHED. ALSO BA
CABLE PAID. CALL KELLY
345-2363.

_________1

Heat and water paid, 2 r
and bath, unfurnished. 818
St., Charleston. $200/month.
345-2783.

_________1

BRITTANY RIDGE. Vacancy
Non-smoking female. Com
furnished and newly decor
Call 345-7314

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

Room ($150-230) or 2-bed
apartment ($475) for Spring.
smokers. 9th & Lincoln. Util
included. 328-3349
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11, 1
One girl needed for Sp
Semester in a spacious h
one block from campus. A
of her own and washer and d
234-4460
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11, 1
Reserve your summer or
housing now. Two houses a
from EIU available for 4 or 5
sons. Phone for appt. Ma
McMahon at 345-5739.

_________1

Nice, close to campus, tum
houses for 93-94 school y
Two people per bedroom, 10
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3
Evenings.

53 Female bear, to
Fabius
54 Alaskan city
55 Wind-borne
56Noticeof
demise, for short
57 Part of Q.E.D.
58 Komatik, e.g .
59 Sturdy fishing
boat
eo Collected facts
61 French port

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Payment:

NEEDED ASAP: ONE FEMALE
SUBLEASER FOR SP'93.
YOUNGSTOWN APTS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL
581-3086
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Female subleaser needed for
spring semester. $130 a month
and utilities obo. Nice, partly furnished, own bedroom, located on
11th St. campus side. Call 3480806
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Needed female subleaser for
Spring 93. Nice house. Rent
$150.00 month. 1/2 utilities. Call
Angie 345-9723
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

Credit

Check number _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students w~h valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

DOWN
1 Noted
journalist:
1910-89
2 Helicopter part
3 ·¢.r .:prophet
1
and namesakes'
4 Exhausted
5 Norse god of
poetry
•Handel
contemporary
7 Sulky
a One behind the
other
28 - - de France 41 Gear for Dobbin
9 Fatty
42 Entente
29Secure
10 Fasten firmly
30 Batting-practice 44 Kind of jet
11 Pierre's
engine
prop
vacation times
45 Valhalla group
31 Cover
14Ravel
48 Greeks' unlucky
32 Goddess of
composition
letter
infatuation
16 Turkish title
33Assent
20Annoys
38 Ballerina's leap
21 Seed covering
38Midday
21 Iranian rulers
28 Redingote, e .g. 39Chant
27 Gist
40 Dirk for Ko-Ko

47 Shoelace tip
48 Reprimand

49 Familiar abbr.

50 Part of Q.E.D.
51 Public meetin
52 Govt. agent

lllBEl'IBll ,.·
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
. 7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
jj;30~.
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Inside Edition
Murphy Brown
Out All Night

Ent Tonight
Top Cops

ferent World
Cheers

SportsCenter

Elf Saved Xmas

Designing

Married ...

James Madison

Xmas Tree Train

Best of

at LaSalle

Country 92

Street Stories

Boxing

Wings
LA Law

Knots Landing

Prime Time Live

News

News

News

M'A'S'H

Love Conn.

Current Affair

Whoppi
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Unsolved

Night Court

Big City Trail

Mysteries

Cheers

News

L.A. Law

Simpsons

Little House

Santa and the

Jeffersons
Movie:

Three Bears

Scrooge

Movie:

ofTime

tery!
David Suchet

Movie:
The little

In Living Color
Down the Shore

Bonanza

34th Street

News

Mystery!

Match Girl

Star Trek

Combat

MacGyver

N1ghtCrt

Being Served

Th1rtysomething

To Be Announced

Sports Action

Movie:
Father

Studs

Movie

Goose

Movie· Lover

China Beach

Miracle on

SportsCenter

MacNeil Lehrer
Dif·

Ill Gardner

Martin
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Hitchhiker
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1------.,..---12111
& speakers-$60. b-ball
ackboard-$30. Over-under
ryer-$75. 1Qa-2p. 345-4426
;----,-----,-,-----12111
Yamaha Maxima 400, low
good shape. $500 OBO. 34512111
t-,N-,,D,-A,....,.,-INTE=""Rc~EPT=o,..,R,-7-50V45
DES ACCESSORIES. MUST
1,600. OBO. CALL 348-1953
;---.,..-------12111
r and motorcycle batteries
and up. Free testing. Battery
. . 1519 Madison. 345-VOLT
t-------,--ca.1211,3,8, 1O
ve oven for sale, $60. New
wer only $80. CD's $5. Call
16
,____ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
TAIN BIKES: Cannondale
New $1150.00 asking
O; Diamond Back Apex
; Fugi, $225.00. 348-1820
,___ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
vy Cavalier, Red, 2DR, Low
excellent condition, removable
$2800.00 OBO. Gall 581-5498
,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
SALE: WALL UNIT WITH
STABLE SHELVES ($65).
SELL. CALL LYN AT 581,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Alternatives-Liquid Ephedrine,
, Cybergenics, Weider, UniDiet Aids, Stimulants. Free
. Physical Attractions. 1-800,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Edge computer keyboard,
monttor, $150.00. IBM Personkeyboard, monitor, mouse,
$300.00. 1-849-2358.
__________ 12111
: Large One Topping $5.50.
's Pizza. 348-1626.
__________ 12111
·n Bike: GT Tequesta 1-year
cellent condition . Lock and
mputer included. $300.00.
3Jill.
__________ 12111
AIN BIKE: Specialized Rock
r Sport. NEW $600. Asking
months old. 345-2517.
__________ 12111
rocessor: Brother WP-85 .
rqt.ialfy, tractorTeed, uses
disks. $250.00. 345-6815
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Dot Matrix Printer DMP 440, 4
5 1/2 inch paper for $300.00.
78 if no answer leave mes_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Good Condition. $50.00 Call
Usa 581-8091
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
SELL: '83 Nissan Sentra, 4
, AM/FM Stereo Cassette, 4
very good condition, $1200
581-6875.

LOST: GREY MALE CAT. MAY OR
MAY NOT BE WEARING GREEN
COLLAR. PLEASE CALL 345-1613.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
KAREN SAMAS: please pick up your
video card at Student Publications.
581-8132
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
Lost: Blue l.D. holder, if found please
tum in to Student Publications' Office,
127 Buzzard
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Found 1 backpack in SMC Booth
Library. To claim call 581-6091
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

GIFT & FUN & LEARNING: 3 uses in
1 • attractive wall decoration • full
color states/capttols. Bulletin board •
removable die cut states for puzzle
action 24' X 18' now only $12.95.
Send to Edu-Fun, 387 Cedar Lake,
Department 212, Round Lake, IL
60073. Ship in 48 hrs. 5 day delivery
since 1989.
c:-----.,.-----,,...,-,...-,-,---,-12111
Storage units available 8 ft. by 8 ft.
$27.50/mo. Treasure Island, 620 W.
State, Charleston. 348-1041
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
JEN KOMINOSKI of Phi Sigma
sigma: Congrats on being selected as
a Rules and Games Co-Chair for
Greek Weeki Love, your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
ATTENTION SECRET SANTAS:
TOKENS IS THE ONE AND ONLY
SECRET SANTA HEADQUARTERS.
WE HAVE CANDY, CARDS AND
HOLIDAY NOVELTIES FOR EVERY
BUDGET. PLENTY OF EIU
CLOTHES ON SALE THIS HOLIDAY
SEASON.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Internship available for Spring
semester through the College of Business at local American Family Insurance Agency. Approx . 1O hrs per
week for 3 credtt hours. Call Rich at
345-9181.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
For the perfect someone: get a gift
certificate from European Tan Spa
345-911+1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
Announcing Domino Pizza's Killer
Deal, 14" One Topping for $5.50. 3481626.

JUST SPENCES, 1148 6th Street.
Shop for Christmas. Sales going on.
Gift certifications available. Open
Tuesday through Saturday, 1:00 to
5:00. 345-1469.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
For Sale: 1988 Honda Elite LX, Ex.
cond., 3000 miles, $600 OBO; 5818059
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
To the Men of Sigma Phi Epsilon:
Thanks for a great time on Saturday.
We had a blast-Love, the ASA Polar
Bear Runners
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Tracey Zeffiro-Hey kiddo! Good luck
on finals and have a good break. ASA
love-Mom
~-,--------,.-12110
MB-Your getting closer to being out of
here! Don't forget me! Lefs party hard
before ya' leave-I'll miss ya'! Tau
Love, Your kid, Carrie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

Mary Beth: I just wanted to say
THANK YOU-for all of our laughs,
jokes and GREAT memories that we
have shared. Ifs hard to find a special
friend in this world that you can share
as many great times as we have. Ifs
so very hard to keep my tears from
showing, when I know you won't be
here anymore! A part of me will be in
Wheaton, also! So, I will try to keep
my chin up! I will always be grateful!
Rose Marie P.S. Do you want to get
hats next year!
C'C".'"-..,..,-----,....-..,,.--12110
Kristie Kahles of Alpha Sigma Alpha:
Congratulations on getting lavaliered
to Eric Lax of Sigma Pi! I am very
happy for you! ASA love, Tiffany. P.S.
Sorry tt wasn't printed sooner!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Kyla & Keith, Congratulations again
on your engagement! Your little sis
misses ya Kyla-I love you guysl ASA
love, Tiffany
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Brenda Brown: You are Gorgeous
and finally "21 ~! We love you! Mags,
Killer and Buhzer
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Congratulations to Lambda Chi Alpha
Brother of Week, Brian Van Vooren
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Kristi, Potter, Lynnie, Franzen, Sheri,
Marshall, Fig and Gina: YIPPIE KEY
YEAH ... Let's make tonight one to
remember! I have had a great
semester~ you all. Love, Dena
-='""~.,..-..,..--=:-.,...,...---=---:1v11 _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_......_.o.....
Ed & Ann's Christmas Trees. WMe
Congratulations Steven Andes on
and Scotch pinetrees priced at $2.50
getting the job at Walt Disney World.
a foot and up. South on 4th Street.
Love, Kate, Jen & Kelly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
Tum left (East) on 420N. 1 112 mile
east-SECOND tree fann.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Bridal, party, and inauguration
gowns-savings up to 75% on large
selected groups. One of the largest
selections around. Sizes 3-44 in
"\)E_QR 5t\Nt<:\,
stock. Special bridal packagesNorma's Bridal Train, 308 North
'(~<tR ! ~SkE<t
Central, Paris, Illinois. Phone (217)
q loNG-R<tNGt:- 't\.\t.RMo463-2120
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
N>..1<..l E<tR "S"MqR._f' MiS5 iLE
The Men of Lambda Chi Alpha would
Qt-1~ ~ l<tUN C\.\E R. .
like to wish all the sororities and fraternities good luck on your finals and
have a safe holiday season.

CATHOLIC CENTER will have reconciliation Thursday from
. to 4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
MA GAMMA will have a study break Thursday from 3 p.m. to
the Lantz Club room. Take a break from the books and come
ies, pop and morel
N CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a communion service
. Dec. 16 in the C.C.H. located south of Lawson Hall. Call 345rides or info. Everyone is welcome!
MANAGERS ASSOCIATION of America will have a meeting at
Thursday in Kiehm Hall room 314. Guest Speaker will be there.
AN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have praise and worship
at 10:30 a.m. at C.C.H located south of Lawson Hall. come
donuts and juice. Prayer at 9:30. Call 345-6990 for rides or
WILL HAVE a social after the basketball game. All members
attend.
CE HALL ASSOCIATION will have a weekly meeting at 5
rsday in Pemberton Hall. Early dinner will be served at 4:20 in
Food Service. All residents living in Residence Halls are welto attend.
HALL BLACK History Month Planning Committee would like
musicians, artist and actors interested in being a part of our
History Month program, please contact Dwayne Smith at 581errence Trimuel at 581-5384 or Joe Flynn at 581-2433.
RHO EPSILON will have a faculty function Friday from 11 a.m.
. in Buzzard Teacher's Lounge. We thank the Special Educator their encouragement and dedication.
STUDENT UNION will have the annual Christmas Supper
ram at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at the University Baptist Church.
remember we will be collecting a hunger offering tonight!!
VARSITY CHRISTIAN fellowship will have Large Group at 7
ursday in the Effingham room of the Union. Come celebrate
· us. This is our last Large Group of the year. All our welcome
r Christmas party.
IC STUDENT UNION will have an informal meeting at 7 p.m.
y in the Afro-American Cultural Center. We have an informal
before our Christmas party, so please come. Also, don't forget
nt for the grab bag.
Y CLUB WILL have a Christmas Party at 7 p.m. Thursday at
y House. Non-members, please bring a covered dish or $5.
are free.
WILL HAVE an important meeting thursday at noon in the
Lair South. All members please attend. We will be addressing
Rental System Issue.
CLUB WILL have a Christmas Party Thursday around 8
Friends and Co. For rides Call Traci or Karen.

Kar Bow-Thanks for all of the fun
times and to think it all happened in
only one semester. We will miss you
dearly and wish you the best ofluck
student teaching! Take care of yourself and your groovy cavalier! Never
forget the dishes schedule, the flooded basement (oops your bedroom)
and of course our multiple personalities. Love your roomies
.,.----------12110
Congratulations to Todd Hasty on getting Married-Your Lambda Chi Alpha
Brothers
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
To the Women of Alpha Sigma Alpha:
Good luck with finals and have a safe
and joyous holiday season. Thank
you for giving me the opportunity to
be your 1992 Dream Man. It was
awesome! I will miss you all very
much. You guys are the greatest!
Love, BLA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Alpha Phi would like to wish everyone
a fun and safe Holiday Season! Good
luck~ finals!
...,---,-,--...,....,...---,,,-,.----.,.--12110
Yo, Yo, Yo EIU watch out it's
MEGHAN SUTTON'S 22nd Birthday
December 11th. I hope you have a
GREAT Birthday-sissy! What's your
name?I Love, Michelle
=--..,....,----,-...,--...,,.--,--~12110
The Men of Kappa Delta Rho wish
everyone a great holiday~ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
BOBBY RUSCH: Happy Birthday old
man! Never knew being related could
be so much fun. Love, Alison. P.S.
Stop smiling.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Tina Venters: Happy Birthday! Guess
Who?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
PETE HUFFORD: We love our new
Sigma Man . Love , The Ladies of
Sigma Kappa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
PETE HUFFORD: Thanks for being a
great Sigma Man and Food Dude!
We love you! Love , the Sig Kap
House Girls.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
KRISTI : Hate to see you go. I'll miss
ya! Be good. Love, Nanc.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
KAR BOW: Can't believe you are
leaving us. We love you, BOODIE!
FANG and PITA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
.Alpha£bisJi8ll~erC¥-CMstmas_

and Happy New Year and be ready
for a whole lot of fun next semester.
Love Robb
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

MY LADIES: Wheatley, Schnieder,
We love our ALPHA GAM MAN
Garbe, Markiewicz, Mlnarick, Tricia, &
WILLY, and all the goodies! Love,
Heather:
I'll miss you. I love you ~
THE PLEDGES
all my heart. "Come 'ere, Come 'ere,
--------~12110
Come 'ere." Finale-mom's 2-nite.
Wendy Davis: Well roomie, it's just
Love, Sista Leavey
not going to be the same wtthout you.
No more 1 a.m. pillow talks (butter~,,.-,,...,--,.---,.-...,----,-.,-12110
TODAY is the end of another fantastic
flies, fuzzy, BWA) or Monday nights at
SIGMA NU semester. Thanks everyMartys. What are we going to do wtthone. LOVE, TRUTH< HONOR.
out our Undi around? Those Lawson
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
girls better appreciate the sacrifice
NICK CARILLO: Have a great Christwe're making. WE love you and we'll
mas break. We can't watt to see you
definitely miss you! Don't forget Big
when you get back! We love our Dee
Bird! Lova ya-Durks & Sheerin
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Zee Mani Love, your little turtles
12110
Happy quarter century birthday Tina.
T""H...,.E~M"""E""N..,-,O,..,F=-=s-:-:1G""'M,..,...,.A""N""U.,..-CONLove Frog and Otis!
G RA TU LA TE BROTHER BRAD
12110
T"""o,,......,T"'H..,.E,,......,M..,.E""N...,-O"""F,-,S""'l""'G..,.M,-,-A CH I:
WINN ON BEING SELECTED AS
COLLEGIATE BOWL CO-CHAIR
GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR FINALS
THIS WEEKI I HOPE YOU ALL . FOR GREEK WEEK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
HAVE A VERY MERRY CHRISTLAURA BONNER, SUSAN CARLMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR!
SON, and TERESA LOMONACO:
LOVE, SUSIE
Thank you for every1hing you have
.,.--...,..,....-,--,---.,--,-~12110
done! We'll miss you deeply. Take
Jenny Koch-I can't believe you're
care and come see us soon! Love,
leaving! Now who am I going to get in
trouble with? I'm gonna miss yal
your Delta Zeta Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Good luck in Champaign! Love,
TRI-SIGMA WOULD LIKE TO WISH
Renee
EVERYONE GOOD LUCK ON
--------~-12110
FINALS! HAPPY HOLIDAYSll
SHELLEY MOUSHON: Congratulations on getting out of here-wish I
---------~12110
were going tool I'm so glad we .are
MARY PEAl'.\l>E ~ GOOD LUCK s~u- ,
dent teaching next semester! I'd miss
sorority sisters, but more importantly'
you tons! Love ya, Hags •
that we're friends. I'm going to miss
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
our chats so muchl I hope you get
CARIE CASELLA and MICHELLE
your Christmas present-here's to fluffy
SMITH: GOOD LUCK with your
pink dresses! Tau Love, Amy
internship next semester! I'll miss you
=-,..,....,,=.,-,.,-,-.,,.....,.,-,-,---....,.12110
both so much! Love ya, Hags
TOM BIEWALD: We hope you have a
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
very Merry Christmas! We love our
ALEC RISS: CONGRATULATIONS!
Gator Man! Love, the ASTs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
YOU MADE IT TO THE END OF
THE TUNNEL l'M GOING TO MISS
AMY JOHNSON: Congratulations on
YOU NEXT SEMESTER. LOVE
graduating! Sorry we forgot you yesALWAYS, JO-JO
terday! Love, your AST sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
LOVIES Keep in touch, I will! L-0-V-lAST PLEDGES: Have a great break
and be ready for I-Weeki Love, the
E-S
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Actives
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
A-PHI 9th Street-BE GOOD over
break or Santa won't bring you anyThe Women of Alpha Sigma Tau wish
thing. (Especially you, WILD ONE!)
everyone a safe and happy break!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
ALLISON CROMWELL: You did a
JENNIFER CELESTINO: Good Luck
on finals and have a great Christmas
great job Saturday night. The place
Vacation~Love DAD
looked beautiful. We appreciate all of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
your hard work. You are very speciall
THERESA LAMONOCCO (SchmelLove your Delta Zeta Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
ing): Congratulations on graduation! I J
M.FLJS~~~(ll;.~~ '* . .~iffl'Q'~~
great Christmas ·ana~ Hiippy s.:oay.
mi~ MY a.OIOll. tW~
Hopefully you can pencil me in over
you more than you will ever know.
break. Love, Troy
Love T.S.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

a
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

the AMAZING SPIDER-MANe
EA~'f FOR YOU TO TAl.K ~
MAN! IF we HAI?' 6-PIPSR
R:)Wf:R, WE WOULDN'T
NeEI?' GAlllG.S El»IER !

By Stan Lee
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Swimmer set to break records
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

Shawn O'Neil is a junior on
the swimming team who sees the
importance of the upcoming invitational at Indianapolis Friday.
O'Neil will be in the 50 and 100yard freestyle events, and may
see action in the 200 freestyle.
"It's important to end this part
of the season on a good note," the
Springfield High School graduate
said. O'Neil went o~ to say he'll
probably be in three individual
events along with 3-4 relays.
"I'm a little faster at this point
in the season than I was last
year," O'Neil said.
By season's end, O'Neil would
like to get his time down to 21
seconds in the 50, 47.5 in the 100
and roughly 1:47 in the 200.
"The season has gone pretty
well for me so far," O'Neil said.
"I'm finding I'm able to hold my

as an invitational would, like the
one at Indianapolis Friday.
"It's just more exciting,"
O'Neil said of the bigger meets.
"Sometimes it's hard to determine
which I like better, but the invitationals do offer more competition."
O'Neil points toward the
Bradley invitational as an important part of the season.
"It's our first action after the
Florida trip and it always gives
you an idea of how much you've
improved or lost over the
Christmas break."
The other key to the season as
far as O'Neil is concerned is at
the end in the Mideast and
Midwest Swimming and Diving
Championships.
times down where I want and am
After Friday's action at
able to do that with a good Indianapolis, the team will conamount of consistency."
tinue by working aroilnd the final
O'Neil sees the dual meets as exam schedule with two-a-day
not offering as much competition workouts.

Swim team's travel to Indianapolis
PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

Eastern's men's and women's swimming squads
will try to rebound from last weekend's loss to
Evansville as they travel to the Vincennes
Invitational in Indianapolis on Dec. 11.
The women, who lost to Evansville by a mere
28 points, have a shot at winning first place in the
eight team field.
"It will be a good meet for us," said coach Ray
Padovan. "I think in the women's events we can
finish in the top three and we have a shot at first
place."
The women will get another shot at squads such
as Butler and Valparaiso who edged the Lady
Panthers in a dual meet earlier this season.
The men have struggled this year with a small
squa<j.. pu the}' hive a G.h~n~e to finish well in
lndiaiiaP<>Us. ' ' · ···
.~
"From a power standpoint, we're probably in
the middle of the pack," said Padovan. "I want to
see how far along they have come this season and
how much they have improved."
w

•

•

·

The format used at the meet will be a little different.
"There are fewer events than in our previous
meets," said Padovan. "There won't be the distance events. It's a nice pool to swim in, it just
doesn't accomodate the larger teams."
A couple members of the squad might not be
able to go due to finals they have to take on
Saturday, but nothing is final yet.
After finals are over, both squads get a short
break and then return on D,e cember 28th to get
ready for the College Swim Forum, held in Ft.
Lauderdale. This event, which has been held for
over 50 years, will feature over 1,500 swimmers
from around the nation.
"Mainly this event is for training purposes,"
said Padovan. "There are some competitions, but it
is mainly to train."
Eastern's swimmers have to pay a large majority of the cost, but according to Padovan, most are
planning on going. Those not attending will be
required to swim on their own over break so that
they will be ready for the second half of the season.

$2 OFF Large Pizza
With a Quart of ·Coke
Only At

Jerry•s Pizza
345-2844 345-284
Thursday at

~arty's
113 lb. hoagy steak w/fries $249
$1 Bottles (MGD, MGD Light)
others $1 25 :
tonite: Smothered fries $1

''Enjoy Your Favorite Sports on
our Big Screen"
'}~

EXPRESS

Maddux-signs with Braves
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - The
Atlanta Braves, already boasting
the best starting staff in baseball,
made it even better Wednesday
night by reaching agreement with
free agent Greg Maddux on a fiveyear, $28 million contract.
The Braves got Maddux, the
reigning National League Cy
Young Award winner, with a propoSal that was at least $6 million
less than what the New York
Yankees offered.
But Maddux, who toured New
York with Yankees general manager Gene Michael on Monday, will
get something in Atlanta that he
probably wouldn't have had in pin- stripes - the chance to pitch for a
pennant contender.
"It goes without saying that an
organization like ours, which for
years has appreciated great pitehing, made an extraordinary effort
to sign a pitcher of the caliber of
Greg Maddux," Braves general
manager John Schuerholz said.

Chicago Cubs, joins a Sraves' staff
that led the majors with a 3.14
ERA last season. With such strong
pitching, Atlanta has gone to the
World Series the last two years.
"Greg wanted to have an opportunity during his career to win a
world championship," Maddux'
agent Scott Boras said. "Money
issues were second in his considerations. The offers were all more
than he got" Borashadproposeda
five-year, $37 million proposal on
Tuesday night But Boras decided
to go with Atlanta when the
Braves made their first formal
offer.
Maddux, 26, will help form one
of baseball's most formidable rotations in recent history. He will join
Tom Glavine, a 20-game winner
the last two years, Steve Avery,
John Smoltz and Charlie
Leibrandt. Glavine won the 1991
Cy Young and finished second to
Maddux this year.
The Braves also have Pete

EYECARE

64.
Maddux became the latest top
free agent to tum down the
Yankees' big bucks. The Yankees
went into the offseason eager to
spend a lot of money, and hotly
pursued Barry Bonds and Maddux,
and also showed interest in David
Cone. All three of them have now
signed elsewhere, and the only
player the Yankees have signed is
shortstop Spike Owen to a threeyear, $7 million deal.
Maddux rejected an offer by the
Cubs in July for $27.7 million for
five years. Maddux said he wanted
to see how much he was worth in
the opening market, and he did.
Earlier Wednesday, Andre
Dawson, let go by the Cubs,
signed a free-agent deal with
Boston.
Maddux is 95-75 lifetime with a
3.35 ERA. He is the NL's top winner in the last five years.
Maddux gets a $2.5 million
signing bonus from Atlanta, $5

345-2527

235-1100

(Next to Wal-Mart)
528 West Lincoln
CHARLESTON

(Cross County Mall)
700 Broadway East
MATTOON

promoted from the minors late in
1994, $5 million in 1995 and $6
~-!Srru~'th~,~w~ho~w~e~nt~7-~0~a~f~te;r~b~em~·
~g-m~il~li~on~in~1~99~3~,~$~3~.5~m~il~li!o:n:i~n~,
the year. Overall, Atlanta went 98- million each in 1996 and 1997.
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phenomenal
"He
adds tostaff."
what Maddux,
we think20-11
is
with a 2.18 ERA last season for the

215 Lincoln
348-5454

Small Pizza with
1 Free Topping only

Medium Pizza with
1 Free Topping only

Large Pizza with
1 Free Topping onl

s3~~

s4~~

s5~T~

Additional toppings 75¢
2 Pizzas only $6.98

Additional toppings $1.00
· 2 Pizzas only $8.98

Additional toppings $1~
2 Pizzas only $10.98

.

NEW
BREADSTICK
with Garlic Butter
or
Sauce
only

$1 ~~ax
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ubS let one go, sign another
awson heads to Boston Myers signs with Cubs
OUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Boston has a new big
er, a bat to put dents in The Wall and maybe a
le over it, too.
he Red Sox decided Wednesday that Mark
wire was too expensive, so they agreed to a
million, two-year contract with outfielder
e Dawson. Dawson, 38, was turned down by
Chicago Cubs in his bid for a multi-year con. Combined with Tuesday's acquisition of outer Ivan Calderon, he should give Boston's batorder a lot more punch.
e character of the ballclub had changed dra·cally with these guys," Red Sox general manLou Gorman said.
rman said he wasn't done yet. The Red Sox
e said to be close to signing reliever Tom
e, but their roster was full at 40 so no addiwere possible for now. Boston also was talktrade with San Diego about left-hander Bruce
t, a former Red Sox.
e're still negotiating," Gorman said.
awson hit .277 for the Cubs last season with 22
ers and 90 RBis, and his first choice had been
tum to Chicago. Soon after Monday's deadline
-sign passed, Dawson's agent, Richard Moss,
Gorman began talking.
e talked one or two times yesterday and twice
·n today," Gorman said. "It came together
r quickly." Dawson has 399 homers in his big
ue career, which began in 1976, along with
RBis and a .282 lifetime average.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - The Chicago Cubs
picked up another free agent pitcher, agreeing
Wednesday to an $11 million, three-year contract
with reliever Randy Myers.
Myers, a 30-year-old left-hander, had a careerhigh 38 saves last season with a 3-6 record and a
4.29 ERA and made $2.35 million. His new del
gives him a $1 million signing bonus, $3.25 million in each of the 1993 and 1994 seasons and
$3.5 million in 1995.
Myers, who was second in the National League
in saves last season, has 131 career saves in sixplus years with the New York Mets, Cincinnati
Reds and San Diego. He began his career with
the New York Mets, making it up to the majors
for the first time in 1985.
New York dealt him to Cincinnati after the
1990 season for John Franco.
Myers saved 31 games for the Reds in 1990,
but had only six saves in 1991 when he was relegated to the setup man for Rob Dibble.
Cincinnati traded him to San Diego after the
1991 season for Bip Roberts.
Myers, 30, was signed a day after the Cubs got
free agent Dan Plesac for $3.2 million over two
years. Last season, Plesac was effective as a
setup man for Milwaukee.
On Dec. 1, the Cubs signed Jose Guzman, a
starter from Texas, for $14.35 for four years.
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Changes
continue
in Oakland

n's freshman guard Kenya Green gets set to pass the ball during
'ce Wednesday afternoon at Lantz Gym .. Green will see some
g time over the.Christmas break as the Lady Panthers face some

I
I
I
I
I
I

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - The
breakup of the AL West champion
Oakland A's continued Wednesday
when Mike Moore reached agreement with the Detroit Tigers on a
three-year contract.for $10 million.
The Athletics went into the offseason with 14 free agents. On
Tuesday night, they lost another
starting pitcher when Dave
Stewart signed with Toronto.
Free agents Willie Wilson and
Jeff Russell were not offered
salary arbitration, and will not
return. In addition, third baseman
Camey Lansford has retired and
shortstop Walt Weiss was traded.
Moore, 33, was 17-12 with a
4.12 ERA in 36 starts. He was 178 with a 2.96 ERA in 1991.
In four years with Oakland, he
was 66-46. He went 19-11 with a
2.61 ERA in his first season for the
A's'iri 1989,'and won.two games in
the World Series.
··
Moore has made al: least 32
starts for nine straight years. He is
132-142 lifetime with a 4.07 ERA
for Seattle and Oakland.
"It all really came together this
morning," Moore said. "They
jumped in with both feet. It felt
very good to be wanted." The
Tigers had a good reason to want
him. They had a staff 4.60 ERA
last season, worst in the major
leagues. On Tuesday, Detroit resigned free agent pitcher Bill
Gullickson.
·

Welcome To

Mother's
Annual Christlllas Party
* the best QB's in town!
* $1 Pitchers (only quality draft!)
* $1 Bottles
50

plus food and shot specials

~~?~~

Come see if Santa has a gift for you!

{/

No break
for Easter
wrestlers

Basketball team
to face Southern
By KEITH FARROLL
Sports editor

Eastern's basketball team will try
to put its three-game losing streak
behind them when the Southern
Illinois Salukis take on the Panthers
Thursday in Lantz Gym at approximately 7:30 p.m.
The Panthers, 1-3, lost to Indiana
State Monday after dropping a pair
of games at the Boilermaker
Invitational at Purdue.
"One of the best things about a
young team is that we ought to be
able to jump back (after the losses)
right away," said Eastern coach
Rick Samuels. "I think we were
tired at Indiana State because it was
the third game in 72 hours. But we
have had a little bit of time to
recover.
"I don't think fatigue will be a
factor. But then again they are a
big, strong team that could wear us
down."
Samuels said Southern Illinois
will present some the best competition that the team will face all year.
"They are one of the best teams
in the Midwest," Samuels said.
"With (Ashraf) Amaya being their
best player we have to concentrate
a little bit there."
~n? QJl~ Rf tllfo~s Si\muels
stressed that could be a potential
problem was the Southern size
advantage.
"We have to try to negate the
size advantage by boxing out and
allowing no second shots,"
Samuels said. "They are going to
test our team and individual
defense."
Southern coach Rich Herrin said
his team doesn 't have the game
experience that Eastern has. The
Salukis are 1-0 after demolishing
Northeast Missouri 76-37 last
Thursday.

"We are ready to play, (but)
Eastern is playing its fifth game
and we are playing our second
game and to a certain degree that's
an easy situation," Herrin said. "We
are looking for a good ball game. I
think Eastern has a lot of young talent.
"We know they got some good
players, depth and some size so we
just have to go in there and get the
job done."
The Salukis are the preseason
pick to win the Missouri Valley
Conference.
Amaya, last year's league conference MVP, leads the list of five
returning starters for the Salukis.
The All-American candidate averaged 19.4 points per game and 10.3
rebounds per game a year ago.
Samuels added that there will be
four NBA scouts attending
Thursday's game to eye Amaya.
He also said that one of the scouts
said that Amaya is one of the top
35 players in the country at any
position.
One of the pluses for the
Panthers will be the return of starting point guard Derrick Landrus,
who missed the last three starts due
to a concussion he received in the
home opener on Dec. 1. Landrus
scpr~q 15 points in the first half
against Maine in tl)e team's only
win of the season before suffering
the injury.
"I think we will be lifted a little
bit with the return of Landrus;·
Samuels said. "He gives us a
dimension at point guard where he
can break people down on the dribble that we haven't had. But the
problem is that once he breaks
down the guards he faces a line ot
6-foot 8, 6-foot 8 and 7-foot."
NOTE: Eastern students who
bring a canned good to the game
will be admitted free.

By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer

,

Tough

s~hedule

ahead for Lady Panthers

By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor

Santa Claus may be bringing
members of the women's basketball many nice things this
winter break, but an easy schedule isn't one of them.
The Lady Panthers will play
several tough teams over the
three-week semester break and
will end it by starting MidContinent Conference play.
Eastern will play its first home
game Thursday at 5:45 p.m. in
Lantz Gym against the 3-0
Evansville Lady Aces.
After a week off, the Lady
Panthers will then travel to
Alabama for the four-team
University
of
Alabama
Tournament on Dec. 18 and 19.
The Crimson Tide are ranked
No. 21 in the nation currently
but Eastern will open up with
Clemson. The Tigers were 2110 last season and are always a
tough team to play. Grambling
is the fourth team in the tournament and will open with
Alabama.
After New Year's, Eastern
returns home to play Indiana

For most students, seme
break is a time for much n
rest, relaxation and time spent
the family. For members of
Eastern wrestling team, much
the break will be business as
The grappplers hit the road ·
after Christmas, heading north
the Midlands Invitational
Northwestern University
Evanston, Dec. 29-30. They
take a week to welcome in the
year before starting 1993 at ·
State's Redbird Duals on J
and then travel to the Mic ·
State Open on Jan. 9.
"The toughest part about
holidays for us is keeping
shape," said Panther coach
McCausland. "A nice thing is
a lot of the guys go home
work out with their old high
and junior college teams when
aren't working out here. I
that gives them a nice new
spective on things because
they are on the other side...
ing old friends and former
mates."
The road is not an easy one
the holidays for the Panthers,
ing again to face some of
nations top teams at the Mi
Invitational, the premiere ho ·
tournament in the country.
team must then go against i
determine it's top 10 wres
-before heading into the Re
Duals, which allows only
entry in each of the 10 wei
classes, before again facing
of the top midwest schools, inc
JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer
ing much of the Big Ten
Eastern's Darrell Young slam dunks onehome Wednesday afternoon
Michigan State.
at Lantz Gym. Young and the rest of the Panther basketball team will
"Going in, I have different
have its hands full Thursday when Southern Illinois comes to town.
for each of the three tourn
said McCausland. "Right now
are going to start doing ch
matches to determine our top
Aces have raced out to a perfect team has recorded victories over There is also a tournament in
3-0 start and will be looking to Indiana State, Appalachian State the same weekend as
claim Eastern as their next vic- and Liberty. "I think our team at Midlands, so we may take Olll'
10 to Evanston and let the rest
tim. They are led by a quintet of this point is ahead of where we
players all averaging double fig- expected to be defensively and out there if they want to.
"The Redbird Duals allow
ures in scoring. But coach Bill we 're ahead of where we
only
one man per class, so
Barnett finds it hard to pinpoint expected to be with certain elethen and the Midlands we
ments of our offense."
one player as the leader.
"That's a difficult question.
Barnett said he does not know need to solidify that top 10,"
We feel like we've got seven what to expect from Eastern tinued McCausland. "Michl
starters on our team," Barnett because it is so early in the sea- State then gives us a chance to
everybody some more action
said.
son.
"They have a proud program some more experience before
The most dominating player
for Evansville is senior Christy and a winning tradition, I'm start to prepare for the dual
Greis. She was the nation's sure they'll come out and play What I really want to see is a
tinuation of the progress we
leading rebounder last season at us tough," he said.
been making so far this season.
13. 7 boards per game and is
Eastern enters the game 0-3
At this point, McCauslan
currently the nation's career all- and coach Barbara Hilke said
hesitant to even guess at who
time rebounder among active she hopes that playing at home
comprise his squads top 10,
players. This year the 6-foot 4- will help her team to its first
expect to see familiar names
inch Greis is averaging 12.3 win.
as Stan Gress at 190 po
rebounds and 14 points per conSherie! Brown is the Lady Darnell Thomas at 167,
test.
·
Panthers leading scorer and Daubock at 142 and John Wi
Adding some support is Amy rebounder, averaging 10.7
126.
Lefever who is averaging 16 points and 10 rebounds per
"The team has had a lot of
points a game. Also Debbie game. Also playing big roles for petition at the open toum
Cole, Krista Blunk and Tricia Eastern will be freshman Kenya and everyone has learned a
Deffendoll all are averaging bet- Green, senior co-captain Karen said McCausland. "Now the
ter than 10 points per game.
McCaa, sophomore point-guard petition for this team turns in
"I'm not really surprised by Nicky Polka and freshman trying to make that 10 man
our start. We knew that if we Missy Beck. Brown and Polka The way this team has
played well we would be able to are the only players to start improving, it should be a heck
start well," said Barnett whose every game so far.
battle."
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Barbara Hilke

State on Jan. 2. On Jan. 4 it's on
to Evanston to play Big 10
member Northwestern. Eastern
then returns home for a pair of
home games against Mid-Con
opponents, Cleveland State on
Jan. 7 and Youngstown State
Jan. 9.
It is busy schedule without an
easy game among them.
Evansville will be the first
opponent for Eastern. The Lady
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Black & White: Are school systems helping blacks
Many wonder whether or not the MAP as one of the
program or any program of its sort is fair worst educa·
in providing black kids with a college edu- tional system!
cation.
in America.
Well without a doubt the answer is yes.
Why shouldn'1
This is not a column that was written to minority stu·
promote or defend the MAP program.
dents receive ar
In fact it has nothing to do with the pro- education tha
gram except in explaining to you why it is prepares then
necessary.
for college.
This column was written to inform you Go into a whitt;
on the failing Chicago Public School neighborhood
System.
and see how
As a former student at a Chicago public many vocationschool, I can honestly say most do not pre- al schools you
pare students for college.
will find, I bet
In the black and hispanic communities not many.
Let's not only
there are many vocational high schools.
You may ask, what is a vocational high get on the vocaschool, what is its' purpose?
tional schools, because the non-vocational
Well, I attended a vocational high school public schools are not much better.
and I' asked my home room division teachHow could the school system expect
er the same questions.
minority students to advance and become
I was told vocational high schools were an important part of society when they do
designed to prepare its' students for jobs, not provide the students with a feeling of
not college. These schools contained self worth.
Blacks have made major contributions
courses such as Auto shop, Graphic Arts,
Home Economics, Accounting, and the list to this country, in fact, it was blacks who
goes on.
built this nation (remember the 600 years
Now these may sound like good courses of slavery, we weren't washing clothes).
to take, and yes they are, but, lets' get realThe contributions that blacks made
istic.
(seem to be left out of the classroom until
How much will a student (minority stu- of course February.
dent) learn in these courses in high school
What makes them think that a group of
that will enable him to attain a descent job. one race wants to constantly hear about the
True the student may learn the basics, accomplishments of another's race great
but will the basics allow him to make leaders, when they have great leaders of
enough to support himself? There are col- their own, maybe it will give these stulege grads that are barely making $20,000 dents something to strive for when they
a year.
learn that their people are capable of greatIn considering this lets' remember ness too.
something else, let us not forget that the
Chicago Public School System was rated
Eldon Boyd, Senior Editorial Writer

Educational inequality is
probably most evident in
the DuPage County.
Ah, DuPage. The richest
county in the state, home
of the SA and 6A football
state champs, the home of
towns like Naperville and
Wheaton and the county
that has some of the best
schools around.
DuPage County - along
with all of those things, it's
also my hometown.
Now, let's meet Cook
County.
Yes, Cook. Home of
Chicago - a place of crime, grime, slime
and one of the worst educational systems
in the country.
Chicago may have the Bulls, Bears and
Cubs, but their school system is about as
good as the White Sox pennant hopes.
Inside the struggling school system lies
Morgan Park High School - a far cry
away from the safety of even the least
cuddly schools in DuPage.
Aside from the outer features of the
schools gravely, pot-holed parking lot, the
school wore the face of the inner-city system - run down, worn out and old.
The students were the same, but instead
of being predominately white, they were
predominately black. It was an inner-city
subculture, molded by the experiences and
traditions of the people who lived there.
Morgan Park's school newspaper was
just like my high school paper, but instead
of the views of my suburbia friends and
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Why can't blacks appreciate one another? This
.question has been plaguing my mind for sometime
now.
During high school I never understood why people would constantly look for fault in the achievements of black students such as myself.
I attended a predominately black, public school
where the percentage of whites that attended my
school was 1 percent. I have always been one to be
very active in school. In high school I was active in
thirteen clubs holding eight offices in each.
My acquaintances would either praise my
achievements or criticize them. Usually I would
receive more criticism from, m,y, acquaint;µices than
pr_?.i~e; ,Th;~t-·},s . a ,pt;rtftip pxtent of criticism one
endures until it gets out of hand. I never wanted to
believe my friends then, (my acquaintances now)
were jealous.
None of them were determined, none of them
were strivers of excellence, they only wanted to get
by and get out.
My mother once told me people will see what you
may not see in yourself. If you show potential they
will either be proud of you, jealous of you, or they
could care less.
Some black students, in my high school, were
never supportive of those successful blacks who
would come to visit and speak out about their
achievements and contributions to society.
Some black males in high school would tell me
every guest speaker we had was a "sell out." For
those of you who do not know what a sell out is, it's
actions one makes that may harm his or her race or
actions certain people in his or her race may be
against. A sell out is also someone who has left his
culture all together. For example, some of the males
in my high school would say, "Walking in the white
man's path and spreading the white man's word."
The only goal of these guest speakers was to reach
back to the black youth who were in need of a role
model. Instead, some of the black youth would make
fun of the guest speaker's suit or the sound of his or
her voice.
Yes, before you tell me these things are typical of
many students black or white, let me tell you to get
back on track and realize that these are blacks who
. make up a majority of young people who do not
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Chris Seper, Minority TODAY guest
columnist

Hook, line and.sink them

"

appreciate another black person who is trying to
make something of his or herself. This problem does
not only exist in high schoql, but carries on even
after high school.
Presently, I still witnesss the unappreciative
behavior existing in some of my relatives toward me
and in college the problem still remains.
I don't want my readers to say, "There is one of
my people writing something else negative and
unclear about us, we get enough of that from opposite races." That is not my intention. My intention is
to aware the black community of existing issues that
affect us.
We have to start working· together, if not working,
supportmg one another. We have to start talking with
one another, rather than about one another.
We have to stop finding fault and being jealous of
another individual's accomplishments, stop assuming the black man or woman with a high paying job,
money, and a car is going to "sell out" or is a "sell
out" to his race.
We have to stop being so quick to find fault in
accomplishments made by a black, we have to stop
talking about people of lighter skin complexions
receiving the upper hand, we have to stop assuming
that a wealthy black with a lover whose white is a
"sell out", and we have to stop being so quick to
stereotype in our own race; ·for instance, assuming a
person who talks a certain way or acts a certain way
are copying white people's actions; therefore,
assuming they are "acting white."
These are things that we have to sit down and
think about, now that we are aware. Sometimes we
tend to hurt ourselves, because of our actions. We
say one thing and do another. A perfect example
would be how we stress campus participation, but
yet we give flyers out to our people only. We invite
white people to our dances, but yet we ask why is
these white people here?
People open up your eyes, check the footsteps that
you have already made, don't set yourself up.
Remember someone is always waiting for you to
slip up.
By Nicholl A. McGuire, Minority TODAY
Features editor

the ways we were brought up - it represented the views of the students their,
being made in the way they had been
taught.
A group of us had come to Morgan
Park by way of Eastern, helping to tr ·
students on the Macintosh computers. B
while there were brand new to this sch
these. same computers were at my hi
school one year earlier - with three ti
as many put in place.
My school, relative to DuPage County,
was one of the lower-quality schools.
While the computers came fully
equipped with everything inside the computer, Morgan Park had the setup wor
left to themselves.
Commercials on TV had been for years
advertising bright sunny faces using computers in the U.S. school system. But here,
the sun was four years late and only partly
shining.
While I didn't see many classes in
action - and I wouldn't question the
teachers' dedication - they were working
under strained circumstances. An4
Morgan Park is considered one of the better academic high schools in Chicago. It is
the "DuPage County" of Chicago Public
Schools, if you will.
Educational equality - even in a matter
of years - hurts students. If the tool
aren't there for them to grow, even the
most gifted students will fall by the wa
side to students who had more of
opportunity.

"Excuse me baby, are you tired?
Because you've been running
through my mind all day".
"Baby, if I could change the
alphabet, I would put 'U' and T
together".
"Damn baby, do fries go wit that
shake!"
What happened to "Hi, What's
your name?" Does it not work anymore or do we try to humor people
of the opposite sex! Doing a small
survey on campus, I find that many
of us are still using these tired lines
to try to find companionship.
Come on people! Back in the day,
you could have gotten away with
such ignorant and belittling lines
but now, you've got to come better
than that!
Our expectations for companionship are changing every generation! Guys are far more intelligent
to use such "far out" lines and
women, we are definitely too
intriguing to use such tacky tactics
in today's society. It is very seldom
that you hear someone come up to

you and just say, "Look, I saw
from across the room and I
you very attractive, what is y
name?".
Don't think I am excludin
women either, because althou
we generally hear it from guy
women do fit into the category
trying out the best lines on gu
Yes ladies, you also fall into
line-syndrome!
So when you find yourself having to use some of these tired ·
ask yourself one quick questi
"Do I have to use this line?"
chances are if you come co
you won't have to subject y
to the possibility of rejection
using such incomplete-suggesti
tactics.
By the way, "Is that BEA
FUL you're wearing, becau
that's beautiful I'm seeing."
don't forget, "If you were a
you would be Dark and Lovely".
By Latonya Thomas, Edit P
Editor

The Minority TODAY is a monthly publication of students at
published as a supplement of The Daily Eastern News and
with Eastern's student chapter of NABJ, the National Association
Black Journalists.
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White, Eldon Boyd, Tyrone 3x Gray, Frank Gillette, Sarah
Antonio, Safiyya Gayton, Tamala Gant, Melissa Ashby, Shari
Washington and Ms. Sista Sista.
Adviser ...........................Minabere lbelema
Contributions, suggestions, and letters are welcome from
the campus community and readers .
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If you could choose the race of your roommate would you?
Melissa Chatman
Political Science, Senior
,Yes, because everyone can not get
along with other races, your paying
or the room, and you should not
have to room with some one you are
not comfortable with.

Victoria E. Davis
Studio Art, Freshman
Yes, you might not get along with
people from other races, and you
might have a better chance of getting along with someone of the
same race.

John Heimann
Botnay, Junior
Yes, because people come from dij
ferent cultural backgrounds.

Cindi Connely
Elementary Education, Senior
No, because that is disscrimanation when you have to identify
your race on a housing form.

Shannon Sutton
Political Science, Senior
Yes, because some people want to
stay in their own class.

,,

.

; '

Emily Smith
Political Science, Freshman
No, Race does matter but we are
not colorblind. We should except
people for who they are.

"'
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"Edet, you are a racist, typical
gger piece of shit, Crack
y!"
·s is one of the many notes of
ssment that I have received on
dorm room door since I have
n attending Eastern and I am
of it!
l live in one of the residence
s on campus. Despite the fact,
I am a minority on this cams; I have also been made a
ority on my dorm floor too.
l am one of two Afro
ericans who live on one side
my dorm floor. I am surroundby a group of prejudice wh*
s. Some of the white males I
e spoke to said their towns
ran by Ku Klux Klan mem-

semester freshmen.
After Thanksgiving break, I
was devastated to come back to
Eastern to see such ignorant
behavior being displayed again.
I am not the only minority
being harassed. There is one other
minority which I am aware of
who is also a victim of racial harrassement. An example of one of
the few racial slurs that I have
heard directed to him was "you
f ...... wetback, go ,home!" I once
remember witness,ing a red hot
pepper smashed around h,i,s d<;:>o~
knob.
My hall 'f loor's Resid!!n:ce
Assistant and dorm counselor act
as though they don't seem to care
about the very noticeable racial
incidents that happen on my floor.
was first exposed to such One mother who was visiting her
ial behavior during a con- son after Thanksgiving break
tation with my first roommate noticed a highly offensive sign
admits he was prejudice and hanging on my door referring to
me reasons why.
my race. She was very offended
said, "The reason why I don't by the statement and threatened to
you people is because I am call the police.asking care of it.
Belleville and you people
Many students do not see racial
e in my town and destroy incidents because they either
thing." I told him I don't. choose to ignore its existence or
where you came from or how they just don't see it.
people may act there, you
I feel something should be done
d not stereotype everyone as about racial harrassement on this
the same because everyone campus and that is why I have
erent.
taken the first step in doing so.
rsonally, I never heard of People being called a Nigger,
ville which I am sure is not receiving discriminating notes, or
at until I came here from. even feeling like you are being
ago. So any more ignorant discriminated against in the class
ents you may have about room are not things to be ignored.
people, why don't you keep
Don't feel like you have no
to yourself because I don't . rights. Report anything that you
time to spare on helping you feel is racially discriminating.
with your personal problems. This is your right as a minority
fear going to my room each student because remember slavery
because I am afraid of the days are over.
I harrassement that I may
. Incidents like these make By Edet Miles, Minority TODAY
-l.lll.COmf-011-able- as ,a, fkst. --guest «>l.umnist.,. - -·- - -- - - ---- --

The power to
.
The black man has been miseing battle for truth, freedom and
duca ted in his role with his
justice must start with the reeduwoman and in society. The
Black man must learn to judge
cation of the black man so that
his woman by the content of her
he may begin to complete his
mission here on earth, which is
character-love, understanding,
and knowledge and not to judge
to love, respect, protect and prehis woman by her bodily dimenserve the black woman.
By the word "love,"I mean the
sions, hair, attire, and other nonmeaningful things.
black man must take hold of his
beautiful queen and never let her
I ask of you black man to
go. The black man must love his
wake up. The task will not be an
easy one. Seek help in your God
queen as if she's the last glass of
(Allah) so that you may find the
mineral free water on earth.
It's time, brothers, for you to
true path to God and your
. 1.,1 .. woman.'. . J t- .·~("·..J~, . . ,.
~' ~i·
· '- >.
begin to 'respe0t you,r•:black·''
~ q: f am ·-a'proud;memO'et' 5o/ti
-woman'.' · No lohger are 'we· to .. ~
N~tioli O(:rslain, a ~eiigi'oii'thit
treat our women like chattel or as
has given me the strength to
a piece of meat. Brothers, we
Tyrone 3x Gray
learn the truth behind what it
cannot continue to admire our
sisters by the fit of their blue and leaving them before they can means to be black. And, I am
jeans or by the size of their bra. get to the clinic and find out if not anti-white, but I am proBut, instead, we must respect they are pregnant. So, brothers, I black. The 5% has taught me to
tell you in truth and in faith, if protect and preserve my black
her.
Now, brothers, I get into the you don't wise up and start pro- woman by giving her the chance
most important matter of all, pro- tecting our sisters from the evils to express herself through the
tect. In order for you to protect of society we will never accom- eyes of God (Allah).
I apologize to my black
her, brothers, you must first love plish our mission on earth.
I
ask
you
to
preserve
your
woman
for not learning my
and respect her. Through your
love for her, you will begin to black woman from the cruelty of duties on earth sooner. I know,
regard her as a Goddess - you a corrupt society, so while she is Black women, that the .problems
will learn that heaven on earth is here on earth, she may live a are endless, and the pain leaves
you sleepless. You must ask
in the black woman's stomach. prosperous and beautiful life.
The black woman has not got yourself a thousand times over if
Tell me, brothers, what is more
beautiful than the creation of a her just-due in society. She has it is a privilege being a black
black child. Remember, the yet to taste the ripe-wine that the man who belongs to God (Allah)
bible says that the Messiah will world has to offer. But, instead, belongs to you.
I leave you with the beloved
rise from the dead (meaning the she's felt the thundering roar of
words of my fathers: Asalaam
people) and lead his people out an unjust society.
I must tell you the truth, broth- Alaikum (p«i;!ace be on to you).
of bondage, and if we are the
I•
_
I
chosen ones we're killing the ers and sisters. It is not our fault
Messiah brothers before he is that we are in the predicament Tyrone 3x G;ay, · . . . ,
we are in. But, instead, I will tell Minority TODAY, Graduate Edieven born.
We are taking our sisters by you to walk straight and nqt look torial writer
the hand and leading them to the . back for any one but your own
abortion clinic and we're putting and those who have felt the same
ourselves inside of the sisters oppression as you have. .
1
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Eastern students unite to
remove Panther's sambo art
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

• f,

File photo

What did he say?
(LtR) Monjero Elston, Jerry Adbul and Dwayne Smith spend a little
time talking in the Martin Luther King jr. University Union

Disabled stude·nt just
wants fit into society
like luggage."
Ankrom said he has accepted
the fact of his arm being paralized
Most people don't think of and he thinks of himself as being
handicapped or disabled people as able to overcome most every
minorities but they are. Most peo- object that is in his way.
ple probably don't thinlrnf dii-:. .- ' +,;;1-00olt;even noHce it anyabled people at all. ThMt!· pe6'p1~ · m'ore. Th-e majority of the time
are a minority in a university it's not in the way."
where most people don't have
Ankrom said his arm does not
disabilities.
hinder him in making friends.
One student who has a disabili"It may make people feel
ty, freshman-elementry education uncomfortable. The majority of
major, Chad Ankrom whose left the people are fair enough to be
arm was paralized in a motorcycle friends with me. I can mals:.e relaaccident when he was sixteen. tionships."
Ankrom has a few basic messages
"If I don't make friends it's not
that he would like to acknowledge because of my arm but because
which may be contradictory to they don't like me for some other
societies beliefs about the dis- reason."
abled.
Ankrom stated that his girlAnkrom was asked if people friend helped him get through the
ask to help him if he needs help in rough periods of recovery after
certain situations and he replied, his accident. "I'm lucky I got
"No, people don't, sometimes it's hooked up with my girlfriend
like people try not to ask to help. Brenda."
Like their scared to ask."
• ·~
•'
In regards with Ankrom 's
When asked if he has problems interaction with other people, he
with basic everyday functions said, "I just want to fit in. I don't
Ankrom said, "No, I have no want my arm given a second
problems."
thought when people see it."
"I don't think about it. Unless
He does not think about other
I'm affected, or I'm having trou- disabled people because Ankrom
ble or bothered by it."
wants to treat them as he would
Ankrom said sometimes things like to be treated. Ankrom's main
do bother him every once in a concern is "I don't want people to
while. "Sometimes the most sirn- treat me differently" as well as
ple things are hard. Like when my other disabled people and minorihands are full." Ankrom added ties.
"(he thinks at times) my arm is

By PAUL BUDZYNSKI
Staff writer

Iota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc.
Message of the Month
The REVOLUTION has already begun!
But we seem to have forgotten what It ls all about.
It Is dme we build on to the old revoludon and
construd a new movement of POWERFUL
COVERT ACTION Instead of SPONTANEOUS
OVERT REACTION.
{lhls dme the revoludon will not be televised!!)
THE TIME HAS COME.

Now that the pictures at the Panther's Lounge
have been officially taken down, and sold to a buyer,
according to Mike Bickers, minority students wanted to reflect upon the issue and the paintings.
"The pictures were up to begin with," said senior
Corey Cox. "That was the point. That's what we
were protesting."
Bickers told the students the pictures,.had been
sold.
/
"(Bickers) told us he sold those pictures to somebody in Chicago," Cox said. "By selling them to
someone in Chicago, (Bickers) doesn 't know, but
that's the wrong place. That's the home of Louis
Farrakanh (leader and spokesperson for the Nation
of Islam)," Cox said.
Cox also said compared to other universities in
the state, Eastern is the worst.
"Out of all the state schools in Illinois, Eastern's
campus is probably the least diverse," Cox said.
"That's not right, since a lot of us are coming from
far away to go here and spend our money.
"Eastern says they want to be diverse but they
have to take steps be a diverse school," Cox added.
As a result of the pictures being removed, Cox
reflected upon the experience of the protest and the
success he believed it achieved.
"I'm in my fourth year at Eastern, and this was
probably the biggest step taken by the black students
since I've been here," Cox said. "You have to tackle
these issues."
Other issues concerning minority students at
Eastern, Cox said, still need to be addressed.
"I'd like to see more music played that minority
students would want to hear at night clubs," Cox
said. "By taking a stand at Panther's, (minority students) showed the rest of the bars that we're here.

We want to be accepted and feel like we belong."
Specifically, Cox talked about the music situati
in Charleston's bars.
"Minority students are spending their money
these places," Cox said. "I think many of the b
that play music figure they don't have to play mu·
we want to hear. Some of the places figure the
aren't that many black students, so they can afford
get by without our business. That's not right."
Tyrone 3x Gray, an Eastern graduate student, ·
he still believes more effort needs to be taken to giv
minority students opportunties to do things.
"Especially with the music in the bars," Gra
said. "I don't drink, but I know in Chicago, there
a lot of juice bars, bars that serve non-alcoholi
drinks. In juice bars, you don't have to worry abo
people spillin' alcohol on the dance floor or gett'
beat-up by a drunk person."
Gray said possibly opening up a juice bar ·
Charleston would be a great step in recognizing
need for better culturally diversity.
"Opening a bar like that would be great," G
said. "Or even if there were more cultural sponso
events for everyone to join in."
Concering the issue of receiving equal treatm
from the bars with the playing of music, Gray
about one incident that involved him.
"One time at Krakers, (now called Stu's) I w
dancing there. There were probably 80 to 90 bl
students, definitely the majority. All of a sudden,
dance music was turned off," Gray said. "Some
us approached the DJ and asked him why that h~
pened and he said the owner told him to do so."
Gray also said minority students have had difficult times finding jobs at local establishments ·
Charleston.
"A lot of black students I know," said Gray, "ha
been turned away trying to get jobs as DJ's ev
though they're definitely qualified."

Mixed sig.nals still separate
Eastern's StUd9tits·: · .; ;"'
said.
"If I was asked, I would go, and if I was interes&
ed in the function then I would go," he said.
There has been a concern as to why white stu- ·
"Yes, I do think the majority of white people~
dents do not attend Black Student Union Functions uncomforatable in those type of situations (at a BS
and black functions in general and different opin- dance for example)," Ankrom added.
"I think that the majority of the blacks hold'
ions on the subject have been received.
In the Panther Preview 1992 Orientation it listed and promoting the functions want to intimidate
the Black Student Union Dance which was held in white people to keep it a black function,"
the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union on said.
"A lot of white people are trying to wipe away
Aug. 29.
One student explains her reason for not attending prejudice attitude that has been dug into society,
Ankrom said. "These white people are discoura
BSU functions.
"I didn't know that they had them," said freshman by black groups."
Ankrom, who grew up as a minority himse
Mary Jo Kasco.
. Kasco said if she had known about a BSU dance said, "Some black groups are grouping together
she would have attended.
keep white people out."
"Sure I would have attended, but I haven't gone
"Since all of the oppression that has occured, ·
the past and now that there are more people figh ·
to any dances," she said.
Kasco said she feels the reason why white stu- for equal rights, a lot of\ black groups feel th
dents do not attend black function, because they should be catered to," Ankrom said.
might think their invading something that does not
Sheila Kernaghan said if she were white s
belong to them.
would not want to go.
"Maybe, they think that if its sponsored by the
"They have a BSU for black students specifi
BSU they think its just for the black students," she so they segregate," Kernaghan said. "White peo
wouldn't feel comfortable to attend. I wouldn't w
said.
I
Brenda Upham, also· a freshman, also addressed to go."
Kernaghan added, black student groups don
her concern.
"I see flyers up for black sorority functions and intimidate but they segregate.
dances," Upham said. "I see them as specifically a
Julie Knight, a freshman said she would attend
"Sure I would attend it just as easily as a w ·
black function. Do they want white people to go?"
"I would go, if I knew they were for all students" function or any function as long as it was some ·
of interest," Knight said. "I can only speak~
Upham said.
myself- I would'nt be scared to attend a black
Upham said white people may feel out of place.
Upham gave her opinion on whether she thought tion."
Christa Buberal, also a freshman feels BSU w
black people wanted to be segregated.
"Its not like we say white dance night - it would her to attend.
"Yes I think they want us there because they w
be total chaos," Upham said. "They make it so specific, they want their own union, do they want thier cultural diversity (at their function)," Buberal
"I don't think they want to be segregated."
own functions?"
"These days to get kids out (to the functions)
Upham added, "I don't see them as anything different; why do they want to be seperated?
have to get the them motivated. Let them know
"I think people should stress the individual more their learning something," Buberel added.
Emile Kiel summarized her thoughts about
than separate groups," she said.
Chad Ankrom said he feel BSU does not want issue.
him at their functions.
"I think we should all work together."

By PAUL BUDZYNSKI
Staff Writer
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the one who thinks you are straight and you
might want to consider some counseling.
Sincerely Not Oprah!
Sista Sista

Dear Sista Sista,

I am a white male who has been dating a black
female for some time now. Everything has been
going nicely between the two of us. Our friends and
parents have been surprisingly accepting from the
·
beginning.
Dear Sista Sista,
A good, hard-working friend of mine has the hots
My problem arose several weeks ago when I
' began to realize an extreme attraction for my girl- real bad for an older woman he has previously
friend's brother. I haven't been able to confront him · worked with. This Christmas break he may work
yet, and I've been unable to tell her either. I am with her again; Should he take this opportunity to go
deeply confused by my conflicting attractions. What for her or wait for her to make the first move?
Sources tell me she wants him bad too!
should I do Sista Sista?
Sincerely,
An Absolute Observer
Sincerely,
Swingin' In The Wind
Dear Observer,
Well I realize that age is just a number but in
some cases relationships do not work based on
Dear Swingin',
Looks as though you need a little Oprah conflicting interest, my advice is simple, your
Winphrey advice and unfortunately I am not her. friend should first work up enough nerve to write
But here goes, I say, come clean with your nubian sista sista himself, then he must find out what
princess and inform her of your sudden change of type of friends he has!
If the feelings are mutual then I suggest he go for
interest!
But from the honesty point of view, DO NOT it and don't fight the feeling!!
Sincerely Sista Sista
TELL THE BROTHER! If he does not share
your attraction then it may cause an unwanted
Lori Rubenacker/Assitant Photo Editor confrontation. He may even want to physically
If you'd like to send a letter to Sista Sista, please
attack you in hopes of stressing his extreme intersend it to Minority TODAY I27 Buzzard Building or
est in women not men!
So as I say again, come clean and be up front to just drop i by the business office.
show 92' revisited. Intermission dancer keeps the crowd jumping
moves to the sounds of Stonewall.
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ew album Androgyny
a hit for .Pr.ioc.e -.. _
11

By Keith Weatherspoon
Entertainment Editor
e Purple one is back! Prince and the New
er Generation funk their way through their new
"Androgyny."
·sis classic Prince, with his male-female strugr should I say sense of sexuality that epitirnizes
e's persona.
e LP starts off with the hit single, "My name is
e," a clubish dance cut of rare kind by Prince,
·scent of his other song "Housequake," off the
"O" the Times' album.
exy M.F.," is a song you will not here on the
for obvious reasons, but you will definetly
it if you purchase the LP. Sort of makes you
of "Irresistible Bitch." You Prince fans should
mber that one.
e New Power Generation adds a new sound to
e, they give a more of a funk sound on this
m than their previous two albums and the
lution's era.
y of the album's tracks have this new NPG
with classic Prince exocticism, such as "Love 2
's," which comes off as a up-tempoed, updated
n of "Crazy You," from the early Prince 'For
album, but climaxes with funky percussion and
from his heiness' new lucious lady, Arabia, the
Princess of Cairo.

11

want to melt with U." Prince has really found himself with this New Power Generation, the last
album,'Diamonds & Pearls' was increasingly better
than 'Grafitti Bridge' and this album is by far the
best Prince album since 'Purple Rain,' which happens to be the best album of all time, in my eyes.
What is surprising on this album and puzzling at
at the same time is the presense of 'Cheers,' Kirstie
Alley as reporter Vanessa Bartholomew. She even
appears in his video of "My name is Prince." Is she
Prince's new tambourine? It is rumored that Troy
Beyer of 'The Five Heartbeats' movie fame, is carrying the Purple one's baby.
Enough of his purple passions.
You know his majesty would not leave you without a song to- well, you know what to. "Damn U,"
will have you looking for your lover, or. someone! It
is not a classic Prince slow cut, because its not as
erotic but it is definetly sexy in a purple-ish way.
The best songs on the LP are "Blue Light," a reggae-ish ballad about his preferance of love making
situations, and "And God created Woman," a confusing song dedicated to, guess who?
Look for commercial hits such as: "7,"" Damn
U," and probably " Sweet Baby," which is a sultry
love ballad about love's ship of fools.
'Androgny' may not enjoy the commercial success that 'Purple Rain' did but best believe but it
sure comes close in the classic department. Vinatge
Prince!

Poetry Corner
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once he was called a descent black man
now that person won't even shake his hand
whatever happened to him
that descent black man
feeling that he is left alone in this world
to do the best he can
a nomad and a spirit
traveling throughout the land
deep down inside he feels that he is
still as descent as he is black
perhaps when he stops traveling it will come back
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Brown &.. Black
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I hate brown
t ;\,
....
t ..;r;·
looking into the center of brown
one tends to drift forever
brown gives the feeling of vague and uncertainity
I love Black
black appears to be like a wall
all thoughts of black are solid
uncertainty stops
black presents only clarity
Vinram S. Wade-Bey

Seasons Greetings
from the staff of

Minority TODAY
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Photos by Mari Ogawa and Karin Adkins
By Keith Weatherspoon
Entertainment Editor ·

was to loud and distorted, STONEWALL showed
to be an impressive performer and showman
STONEWALL performed his only two songs off
his demo, " Da Groove," and " Skins," in which
while performing this song, threw out condoms to
the audience.
"It was as if STONEWALL was the main attraction instead of the opening act, after he performed
the audience expected so much more from COM. MON ~.ENSE ap.d they(COMMON SENSE) didn't

Rap comes to EIU. With this being the first ever
rap concert at EIU, the show was well anticipated,
but it turned out to be a letdown for many students
that attended saturday's COMMON SENSE concert in the Grand Ballroom.
" It turned out to be less than I thought and I did
not like the group MAC 10, because they J~b~'to'"
much profanity," commented Sharon Harrison a
junior Accounting major."
Many students agreed with th,e disliking of one
of the opening acts, MAC 10. They were nearly
booed of the stage on several occasions.
The group came onto the stage, instantly blurty
out constant profanities, more than they were rapping. The crowd grew restless and wanted to see
the main attraction.
The rapper who stole the show was opening act
STONEWALL, a student here at Eastern from
Chicago. Even though STONEWALL had a large
number of fraternity brothers in the audience, the
majority of the students agreed he was by far the
best. As for every performer that night the music
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Robert Allen Jr. a junior Zoology major and avid
rap fan.
Chicago's COMMON SENSE's performance
was marred by the terrible sound system being
used. They did rock the house on many occasions,
especially when they performed their hit debut single "Take it E-Z." They always kept t!1e crowd
going at all times and were good performers for
rookies on the rap scene.
Look for COMMON SENSE to maybe have a
return performance here because they have a lot of
hometown connections here.
"The concert was a good idea and I hope we
have more rap concerts, but we need better sound
equipment," added Allen .

) ....
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What did you think of the COMMON SENSE concert?
Lakye Franklin
Speech Communications,
Junior
The opening act Stonewall
Stovall set the pace for the
night, all and all after the
main performance, the
evening was very entertaining, but hopefully there
will be more events like
that one in the future.

, r

Jennifer Cochran
Speech Pathology, Sophomore
It was alright. It would have
been a better· concert if more
people who have gotten into. it.

Jina Martin
Business major ,Junior
I don't like rappers. Things didn't get out of
hand. University Board handed things very well.
And things started on time
Hadrian Hooks
Elementary Education, Sophomore
Good, but I couldn't understand them, there
was a problem with the PA System. Overall the
organization was good.
John Collins
Business, Junior
It was nice and about time they had something
like that. Hope it not the last of the series
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New student sentate member
to voice minority issues
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

Eastern Students dine in Taylor/Lawson Food service discussing the various type of problems that face
k students.

ispanic Student Union to host
hristmas festival tomorrow
Ivan Adames
Staff writer

e Hispanic Student Union is throwing a tradial Christmas party for its members and their
ts.
e event will be held this Thursday in the Afroerican Cultural Center at 7 p.m. Organizer
nicca Mizzoi stated that latino foods such as
and "frijoles" and various desserts will be
ed.
so as part of "La Navidad" theme, Hispanic
strnas songs will be played. Mizzoni explains
importance for su~h a s9ci~l. , "Hispanic
stmas is very unique a'.nd fo( that reason' it is

l

important to celebrate it traditionally."
Christmas in most Latin American nations is a
stricly religious holiday in which th~ families gather
for a large Chrismas Eve dinner followed by the
midnight mass.
Dr. Geradina Ortiz, former Spanish professor at
Eastern expalins that gifts are not usually exchanged
Christmas day. "In 'El Dia de los Reyes' (Day of the
Kings) held on the 6th of January, presents are given
to celebrate the arrival of the kings to the manger."
The children in the family place a box of grass
and fruits under their beds, she said. Folklore says
that the grass is for the camels and the fruits are for
the •kings.
'
...... ,, ;
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olbert working to help morale
student worker.
Colbert reports directly to
Eastern President David Jorns on
astern Illinois University financial matters.
Colbert said he "enjoys all the
e-President of Business
· , Charles Colbert, said he's job," but his favorite part is the
yed his job he has occupied day-to-day interactions with staff
from all areas he oversees. He
year.
e said when he began his job said he has regular meetings with
as faced with a low morale staff members to find out concerns
lem, but he moved quickly to they may have. "I'm a people perged that problem, which was son," said Colbert.
Colbert came to Eastern in
umber one goal.
hen I came into this job I 1988 as a assistant vice president
to deal with low morale."
of academic affairs from Emoria
lbert said he currently isn't State University in Kansas.
· g to move up the levels of Colbert said he likes the environgement. He said he is satis- · ment here at Eastern.
"I work real hard, I spend a lot
with the job he is doing and
ants to do the best job he can. of time doing what I'm doing,"
s the Vice-President for said Colbert about his job. In his
·ness Affairs, Colbert is the spare time he likes to play tennis,
f Financial officer for the racketball, and coach his son's
ersity, oversees the Physical baseball team.
t department, and oversees
Colbert sites much of his sucayroll for every faculty and cess to determination. In the 60's
BY LILLIAN MARKS
Staff writer

Colbert participated in the Civil
Rights Movement.
While at Stillman College in
Tuscaloosa, Ala. he participated in
marches, sit-ins and in 1961 met
Martin Luther King, Jr.
He said being a part of the
movement created more discipline.
"I grew up having a high level
of aspirations," said Colbert. "I
was always around education."
He said he learned about the
importance of education from his
parents.
Colbert grew up in the racially
mixed town of Athens, Ga. But
went to segregated schools until
he attended college.
"Black southerner's have a
higher level of aspirations ...people
worked hard to better themselves," said Colbert. "I think the
Civil Rights Movement helped the
country... the world."

Minority 'IO'.D.9L9'
wou{c{ {i/(s to seni out
our ieepest sympatfiy to tfie
f ami{ies of tfie iepartei
outfiern J{{inois 'llniversity stuients

Eastern's newest Student
Government member Lance
Phillips says he hopes to serve as
a voice for minority students after
being elected to the student senate after last month's elections.
Phillips said he believes more
minority students need to become
invol ved in different organizations that are offered at Eastern.
"There are lots of student organizations for minority students to
get involved with," Phillips said.
"The current participation by
minority students is very low,
even compared to the rest of the
student body.
"I'd really like to see more
involvement by minority students. Student Government needs
more minority students to participate in it," he said.
Although only a freshman,
Phillips has certainly found
enough activities to become
involved in. Besides being a
member of student government,
Phillips is a member of the Black
Student Union, a coordinator of
the Miss Black EIU Pageant,
which will be held in February of
1993, partipant in the minority
admissions program and a member of the Multi-United Nations
team.
With more minority students
having the opportunity to attend
·college, Phillips says he would
like to see this trend continue at
Eastern.
"'Any increase in the humbefof
minority students is welcome,"
Phillips said. "I hope to see the
university continue its recruiting
of minority students."
The newest member of Student
Government talked about some

of the issues he feels minority
students should be aware of.
"We have a Minority
Roundtable here at Eastern, It's
open to all students. Senate members talk to the students about the
importance of cultural diversity."
Phillips said.
In addition to these issues,
Phillips believes all students
should be interested in the textbook rental system; the possibility of the current format of the
rental system will be changed to
a textbook buying operation.
Phillips said unlike other state
universities that have their share
of race-related tensions and
fights, it doesn't appear to be a
problem here at Eastern.
"I think there the few incidents
that have occurred haven't really
gotten out-of-control," Phillips
said. "There are very minimal
problems it seems."
Phillips also added his views
about the possibity of a social
club, catering to give minority
students a greater feeling of
belonging here in Charleston.
"An entertainment club in
Charleston would be very nice,"
Phillips said. "Many of the clubs
right now don't meet the needs of
minority students, mainly concerning a greater diversity of the
music played. An entertainment
club would be a great idea."
Also, Phillips said plans are in
the works for bringing in more
products for minority students to
use, currenly unavailable in the
Charleston community local
stores.
• "They are working on getting
more minority magazines, like
Ebony, more hair products and
other items to fit the needs of
Eastern's minority students,"
Phillips said.

Kiya Thomas makes
mark in cross country
By PAUL BUDZYNSKI
Staff writer

With diversity making its ever
foward moving changes Kiya
Thomas, a Junior and sociology
·major at Eastern, is the only
African-American girl on the
girls cross country team.
"In cross country I don't feel
bad or uncomforatable in any
way" Thomas said.
As far as differences from the
other members on the team
Thomas said "Their music is different. Everybody on the team is
nice to me."
"I get a lot of encouragmentpeople notice that Im the only
black girl on the team" Thomas
said.
"My friends encourage me and
they like that I'm on the team.
They want me to do the best job
that I can."
"My mom comes to the events
and she usually follows me
around. She encouraged me
throughout high school and she
helps out a lot."
Another bright spot when it
comes to cross country said
Thomas is that it leaves her no
time for procrastination with her
work.
"Being on the team really helps
my grades," said Thomas.
Thomas said she is doing good
this year and she tried to qualify

for nationals.
This season was successfull for
me," said Thomas, "but I was disappointed with not making the
nationals."
"I us~d to jog with my dad
when I was·younger."
Kiya started organized running
freshman year in highschool un
her home town of Hazlecrest and
quickly became a great competeter.
Kiya ran the two mile and 800
meter run in highschool and was
conference cross country champion.
"I was the track champion
junior and senior year and set the
sectional record in the two mile
run."
Adapting to college runing was
easy for Kiya as she picked up
right where she left off from
highschool.
"I placed second at a meet at
University of Wisconsin at
Parkside and sixth at a meet at
Southwest Missourri."
Kiya also won the cross country Eastern invite and the cross
country event at a Western
Illinios meet."
Even though Thomas and her
teammates do get along she
admits they don't spend time
together outside of cross country.
"We· have different (outside)
interests."

Eastern students shar
holiday diversity
Doma is lik rice with vegeta
and steak wrapped in a big
leaf," Buberel said. "Dessert
There are many differences in homemade Christmas cooki
how Americans celebrate the Banana cream and apple pi
Christmas Holiday whether it's There are some Assyrian pas ·
the food we eat, the time we for instance, pistachio cake."
spend with relatives, or our
Ocasio said her family us
sits down to a Puerto Rican
beliefs in Santa.
Some students spoke of how on Christmas.
"Part of our dinner consists
their traditional Christmas holiday
is usually celebrated each year. rice, pastelles, salad, platan
Also, students spoke of how which are fried green banan
Christmas Eve is usually spent and potato salad," Ocasio said.
Miles said his Christmas d"
with the family.
"There are three people in col- is celebrated at the home of
lege in my family and we still relative who is cooking. He
make Santa Claus part of the family members bring presents
household tradition," said Christa the cook upon their arrival.
"We have chitlins, greens,
Buberel, a freshman English
major. "We leave cookies for aroni, cheese, ham, dressin
turkey, sweet potatoes, cranbe
Santa the night before."
Liz Ocasio, a freshman history sauce, cole slaw, potato salad,
education major, said, "Christmas sometimes ribs," Miles said. "
Eve we stay up late, invite people dessert sweet potato pie, c
cakes, German chocolate cak
over night, and we eat dinner."
Stephanie Schaffer, a freshman and cheese cake."
Terrance Dyson, a freshm
pre-med major, said, "Everyone
stays the night before. We get up sociology major, said the f ·
in the morning and open the dinner is usually celebrated ov
his grandmother's house.
gifts."
"Ham, turkey, dressing, gra
Similarities in opening presents
the following morning has not chitlins, greens, about pi
disappeared from the traditional pound, chocolate, and coconu
cake," Dyson said.
Christmas setting.
Schaffer said her family ·
Each student said they open
gifts in the morning and later the usually consists of turkey, h
family usually conversates about mash potatoes and gravy, co
green beans, stuffing, and h
the gifts they received.
"In my family everybody sits rolls.
Miles said Christmas time ·
down and complains about the
gifts they received either the full of unkept promises. He sai
amount or the cost," said Edet ·some relatives use excuses for
Miles, a freshman pre-med major sending presents such as "I didn
major. "The Christmas season is know you were coming. I'll
phony. Why give a person a gift if it (the present) to you." Mile
you haven't seen or heard from added the present is never sent.
"Sometimes everyone does
them all year?"
Schaffer said, "Everyone in my receive presents, some people
family _receives something from often forgot about," Miles said.
Santa: There are approximately 50 " "Elieff s'tudent said 'during th
or 60 gifts up under the Christmas New Year holiday they usually
out with friends or visit with relatree."
Each student said relatives usu- ti ves. Miles added in his famil
ally visit about noon or later dur- some relatives are never heard
ing that time dinner is served. from after the Christmas holiday.
Buberel described a small part of
Bridget Walsh, a undecided
a traditional Assyrian dinner she freshman, said, "Christmas ti
usually eats with her family dur- makes me happy. Its a time when
ing the holiday. (Assyria was a everyone should appreciate one
former country in the Middle another, spend time with family
East.)
and give of yourself to others.
"Kipties is a ground meat like a
big meatball with rice in it and
By Nicholl A. McGuire
Features Editor

Keith 0. Weatherspoon/Entertainment Editor
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The year .of the "Black" woman
include U.S. Representative
Maxine Waters of California, who
led the fight for urban renewal
The year of 1992 has been said following the Los Angeles riots,
to be "the year of the woman", and also Leah J. Sears-Collins
but what about the year of the who was elected to the Georgia
"Black" woman?
Supreme Court, making her the
This year many Black women first woman, second Black
have proven themselves through American, and youngest justice in
many trials and tribulations to the history of the state's high
reach the top.
court.
Some of these Black women
Black women have been very
were featured in October's edition in depth and strong in the literary
)f Ebony magazine's, "The Year world as well. Over the summer
)f The Black Woman".
~ee 1?<:.st-~Qwn, e~~el~~ts. ro§e. to
u:s: senilteHm cliii.8laarn uikbi tH~ New Yorl Times, 6e.st seller
Mosl'ey' Braun', as'ironaut Dr. Mae list, these women are: Toni
:. Jemison, and superathlete Morrison, Alice Walker and Terry
Jackie Joyner-Kersee are a few of McMillan.
,:he many outstanding leaders repThese great writers remained
-~esenting today's Black woman.
on the best seller list for three
Braun is the first Black woman weeks. This was the first time in
and only the fourth Black history that novels by three Black
American to serve in the Senate women contemporarily appeared
on the weekly listing of the
was.
Dr. Jemison, a physician, is the nation's top-selling books.
According to Ebony magazine
first Blac}c woman to fly in outer
space.
Pulitzer Prize-winners Morrison's
Joyner-Kersee, who won first (Jazz) is a "ruminative riff on
time ever back-to-back Olympic Black life and love circa 1925",
gold medals in the seven-event Walker's (Possessing the Secret
heptathlon.
of Joy) is a "novel-long crusade
Black women have made emi- against the horrors of the African
nent contributions and achieve- practice of female genital mutilaments this year in fields such as tion" and McMillian's Waiting to
politics, literature, science, sports, Exhale, is a "contemporary sisterart,'education;'ail~fre1igi'o'n. :
"'" to~sister novel that charts the lives
Other women who have been of a quartet of professional Black
powerful in the political arena women in search of love in
By Nicholl A. McGuire
Features editor

Phoenix, Arizona".
In the field of entertainment,
primarily dominated by whites,
Blacks have created their own
glamorous image.
Actress, Halle Berry, earned
her share of credits this year in
television and movies. Berry
made appearances in the movies
The Last Boy Scout, Strictly
Business, Jungle Fever, and
Boomerang. She also has a recurring role on the night-time soap
Knots Landing.
•' :P1Pt!r ,act;resses who hll:ve contriouted to the movie ·and television industry this year are: Robin
Givens, Vanessa Williams, AnneMarie Johnson, and Holly
Robinson.
Magnificent singer, Whitney
Houston, has also made her
appearance in the cinema world
this year co-starring with actor
Kevin Costner in the film The
Bodyguard.
Singer Natalie Cole won six
grammy awards earlier this year
for her multi-platinum recording,
Unforgettable.
These powerful, successful, talented, and mindful Black women
of 1992 represent the driving
force of women, behind the
scenes, who are equally determined to create a history that
every woman, man, and child can
look up to and cherish for many
years to come.

Stepping to a different d.ance·beat
By Nicholl A. McGuire
Features editor

Imagine walking into a party, the
music loud and pumping, the lights
are dim. Bodies are rapidly moving
to the continuous bass of the music,
some people are screaming words
of joy and some are clapping their
hands.
A load of stress has just been
uplifted off your soul by the spirit
of dance. Webster's dictionary
defines dance as the rhythmic
movement of the body and feet
ordinarily to music.
In the 80s break dancing was the
popular fad. Males were spinning
on their heads, spinning on their
backs, and spinning on their bodies.
Melvin Jackson, a junior physical education major, said today
everyone is dancing.
"It (dance) has gotten wild and
freaky," Jackson said. "Break dancing was wild, now guys are bawling up in knots."
Hassan Stevenson, a junior pub-

lie relations major, said dance
styles of today have become more
physically demanding.
"I think today people tend to put
their heart in it (the music),"
Stevenson said. "In the 80s break
dancing was about looking good."
Jackson and Stevenson describe
their style of dance as hip hop and
house.
"Most of them (dances) are old
dances we use to do in the city,"
Jackson said. "Basically we have
our own style in dancing its up
tempo and fun," he added.
Stevenson said, "Whatever I'm
feeling is coming out in the dance.
When I dance, I dance with my
eyes closed."
Jackson said when he dances,
depending on the record playing,
he creates his own world.
'Tue music has a lot to do with
dance style once it is flowing
through your body," Jackson said.
Stevenson said, "With today's
music if you want to keep up you
got to keep moving."

Both Jackson and Stevenson said
a relative taught them how to
dance. They both admit they never
danced in high school.
Jackson said here at Eastern
many of the Black students like to
dance to house music. House music
is a series of past disco songs formulated into a mixture of today's
up tempo rhythm.
"We see a lot of people danc~g
to house, we dance a lot to techno
music." Jackson said.
Stevenson and Jackson said
some of the dances they do are
Afrocentric or related to the
African style of dance.
"I would say some of our dances
are Afrocentric, but the rest we
picked up in the street," Jackson
said.
Some of today's names for
dances are just as wild as the
dances.
"The Tom and Jerry, Kriss
Kross' Jump Around, and Kick that
Bitch in the Neck." Stevenson said.

Black ancestry still a
learning process
By Nicholl A. McGuire
Features editor

Underneath the surface there
are those roots, the roots of
African blood, which make up our
culture of today. Unfortunately,
those roots do not only consist of
the positives in our culture, along
with those roots is something
much more deeper and much
more complex.
Those deeper q0.alities are selfesteem and pride, something we
have lacked for years and years.
Whether or not White America
chooses to believe it or not,
Blacks still carry much of there
ancestry, even though we have not
lived in our ancestors' era.
Many whites would like for the
Blacks of today to shut up about
their history. Some Whites say
"you weren't living in it (Black
history) then and you sure as hell
aren't living in it now." But to
some of those ignorant Whites I
direct the following message to
you: It will take hundreds and
hundreds of years for blacks to
leave their history behind. It will
take hundreds of years before the
dis, dat, des, and dos of Black
dialect will disappear. This is a
definite reminder of those slavery
days and we can't just leave it all
behind.

Blacks get tired of hearing and
seeing things said by Whites too,
so here is a little "quit list" to
think about.
Quit neglecting to recognize
Blacks and their accomplishments
and contributions to America.
Quit complaining and questioning why Blacks receive this and
why do they need this.
Quit saying you are willing to
intermingle with Blacks and educate yourself about Black culture
and then you do the total opposite.
Quit saying you don't have a
problem with Blacks, but the look
remains in your eyes.
Quit assuming "it makes an ass
out of you and me."
Most of all, get rid of the "old
stereotype list" your parents put
together for you.
Warning, Blacks will not be
closing our eyes, we will not be
turning a deaf ear and we definitely won't be shutting our mouths.
Furthermore, you will continue to
be reminded and informed about
the history of Black America.
Eventually, the old excuse of I
never had to encounter informed,
and eventually, you will come to
know the entire history of Black
America besides knowing your
own history.

